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ACSTP.ACT

This report discusses the state-of-the-art of numerical controlled

manufacturing technoloqy, as reflected by current literature and research.

Standardization of riichine lanouages and cr)puter software are identified

as areas of major inportance. The incopatability of pottprocessors was

found to be a significant problem. The research of Bradford I.I. Smith in

the standardization of postprocessors is identified as an important contri-

bution to the efficient use of numerical controlled machine tools. Little

research or literature on numerical controlled tooling, or its standardiza-

tion; was located. Direct numerical control ond computer numerical control

are defined, and their impact on numerical control noted. An example of

successful work exchanga is cited, however, the' lack of standardization of

postprocessors is identified as a deterrent to effective work exchaiige.

On line, interactive computer based information retrieval systems were used,

and the results are reported

_ _ _ ____ _____ ___\
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Chapter I

Introduction

Nur,rcal Control (11C) Technolooy d,,als with the control of process

c-otion or action by nmericall-/ coded instructions. Applied to manufacturing,

11C corrinds interface a tachine through electric or hydraulic drive systeirs.

The technology, born of federally sponsored research, has spread to all

sectors-of manufacturing. The federal inventory is 1700 machines, valued at

$350 million (1)* with 613 (2) in the Departrmint of Defense.

This report examines the current state-of-the-art of Nur.2rical Control

Manufacturing Technology, cmphasizing efforts to stindardize tooling and

software. The report is based on an extensive search and review of the

literature, and personal conversations with two rese rchers in the field.

* Numbers in parenthesis designate footnotes at the end of the paper.
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Chapter 11

The Currnt Applicaition of

Nurerical Control !..4nufacturing

The anufacturinq area best suited for Nurerical Control Manifcturing

Technology is metal cutting and rcrtnval; the prirary reasonis beinq twofold.

First, metal rermoval technology Is already a well engineered science with

proven tools in operation. Fitting current inachines and technology with

numerical control has not bcen a difficult operation. Second, a large part

of past and current research in computer applications focuses on metal re-

moval operations. Results of this research have led to greater machine capa-

bilities. Ii. A. Pinter of IBM Corporation reported that 11C "eliminates the

previous restriction of engineering design to the straight lines and circles

required by conventional machines. The new techniques have made almost any

geometric shape possiblL (3)."

Two other areas are receiving considerable attention in researrh and

industry; they are the application of N4C methods in engineering design and

drawing. Both of thc ,e fields interface with the inclusive field of Computer

Aided Manufacturing (CAM).

A brief review of several characteristics of Iumerical Controlled Machine

Tools (IUCMT) will allow a sunmiary of the processes the' serve best. Changing

a machine tool to LC does not increase its horsepower. Although reduced tool

chatter is a capability of some NC machines, ths-s allowing higher cutting

speeds, the metal removal rate is generally unchanged.

-. '
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Gilvn a sirplt., opurdticon., a part will lie more economically produced on

an autoratic rachinu;, rathor than by 11CH.T. Specialized automlitic machine ry

with self-contained transport systems provide the highest possible production

rates. When the volure is reduced, the nuiwher of operations increased, or

the corv;plexity increased, the advantage shifts to 11C. Reduced voluie m eans

the unit cost of the autunatic part transfer apparatus is increased. The NC

machine often has the ability to perform many operations from the same initial

set up.. As the geoir4try becoires more complex, UC may be the only feasible

manufacturing method.

Post references indicated that, on an economic basis, 11C is best applied

to small batch production parts. 'C works well on complex parts, which often

have small demand and require multiple cutting operations. A single setup, as

opposed to multiple assemblyline setups, is less likely to damage the expen-

sive part, therefore, scrap cost with NC is reduced. Lower volumes do not

justify expensive au.omatic transfer apparatus of automatic type manufacturing

The flexibility of NC "allows many different parts to be pruduced by a single

machine, as the demand arises. Thus 11C characteri4-tically has a higher

utilization rate than an automatic machine, which must remain idle when its'

single product is not in production.

One reference indicated tle trend to limit NC Ibt size may have gone too

far. According to Richard M. Penn of Moog, Inc., "The ideal lot size is

usually said to range from 20 to 500 pieces with an annual production of 100

to 5,000 pieces. Guided by this rule-of-thumb, when a manufacturing manager

must produce quantities from 5,000 to 100,000 his first reaction frequently

is to choose- a special-.purpose, high-production machine. But this rule-of-

* thumb is highly inaccurate and can result in lost profitability (4)."

__ _ _-i-
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Mr. Penn points out that proper use of break-even Analysis, with proper con-

sideration of economies of scale for adlitinnal IiC ,machine centers, learning

curve contributions, and reduced tool sislfjn and setup allow for higher than

expected let sizes for IIC.

Cincinnati lilbcron, Inc., has built a $1.25 million Computer Ilumerical

Control (CNC) 1,4nufacturing Center to "rw' t the needs to [sic) manufacturing

concerns where production rates are too high for standard 1IC and too low for

expensive. transfer lines (5)."

The key to IiC manufacturing applications is flexibility. Rather than

retooling, the manufacturer is afforded the option of reprogrammning.

.71 ~



Chapter III

Standardizatior of Tooling

A review of current research and literature reflected a minimal interest

in the standardization of tooling in nu-erical controlled machinery.

The Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute published a

report of research on Computer Aided Desicn and Co;nputer Aided anufacturing

in February, 1974. The report sunarized the scope of 279 ongoing projects

in the United States, Europe, and Japan. Only four of the projects dealt

with machine tools, and of these, only one considered tool standardiza-

tion (6i.

A manual search of the National Technical Information Service bulletins

from January, 1974 to March, 1976 revealed no reports on tool standards, and

two reports on IC14T. Two separate literature searches were conducted by tile

Texas A&UI University Automated Information Retrieval Service. A combined

total of three references were generated on tool standards out of a total of

1445 on IIC.T, and 3369 on Standardization.

The implication of the literature search on ICMT was that little research

on tool standardization has been conducted. However, f. C. Love, a tooling

specialist of Kennametal , Inc. wrote positively on tile, subject in July, 1972.

According to Mr. Love, "A big plus now is tool standardization. As more HC

machines enter a plant, tool standardization becomes a vital part of the

modernization. It means finding tile fewest types of tools that will do the

most jobs on as many HC machines as possible. By standardizing, he can cut

tle cost'of initial and backup tooling, reduce in-house tool inventory, and

achieve interchangeability of tooling between machines (7)." Thomas R. King

i-- -i .. .i i . . . _i - i-~ m • I -..i "- i • •
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agrees with this ar,, 'w.ont, but says it is nrot hapteninq in prtctice. Writinq

in March, 1976, Mr. |:irq reasons that tcchnological ad,,ncen-ants have been so

rapid and dristic, that user corpanien have found it rore economical to pur-

chase the latest available, rather than duplicate, machinery (8).

Group technolegy is, a related field which promises to aid proponents of

standardization in both tooling and software. Robert F. Guise, Jr. of Ilanu-

facturing Data Systeris, Inc. has identified the undorlying principle of Group

Technoloqgy as bringing "together into families those parts that have identical

or closely similar physical characteristics or features (9)." Prior to adopting

the nare Group Technology, David A. Price, also of l.DSI, had identified its

benefits under the synonym.ous namna of Family of Parts Programming. By group-

ing similar parts in the same parts program, all parts from the simplist to

the most complex in a Family could be produced by the same program. Using

this technique in 1974, MDSI, Inc., with their proprietary machine language,

Compact I, was able to produce 5,800 different motor shaft configurations

from a single basic program (10).

Further investigation at the manufacturer level will be required to

determine standardization efforts. A good starting point would be the tool

changer and tool holder on 11C Machine Centers. Substantial savings could

result especially in spare tool inventories, if identical cutting tools were

interchangeable between machines of different manufacturers.

'7 
Jfe
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Chapter IV

Standardization of Software

1. Languages

Hlumerical Control languages in use in 1976 numbered 60 at the mlnimum (12),

a considerable increase from the minimum numtber of 33 in use in 1970 (13). A

brief history of flur~trical Control will identify sorre reasons for the large

nun~ber of languages, and some difficulties in their standardization.

The Automatic Prog-a.ied Tool (APT) lanlguao, developed under Air Force

sponsorship at the Servomechanism Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of

Techiology in 1952, was the first 11C language. The initial rudirrentary

version was revised by iweirbers of the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA),

under sponsorship of II.I.T., in 1957. Illinois Institute of Technology Research

Institute assund full responsibility for the development of APT in 1961.

The first industrial application of 1IC wvas on complex and expensive

aircraft part milling machines. As smaller users entered the field,, many

special purpose langurtes were developed to satisfy less complex machining

requirements. The proliferation of specialized techniques and vocabulary

words which follwed complicated later efforts to standardize the industry.

"When HC tools ,ere first installed in the aerospace industries between 1958

and 1960, it was almost impossible to make tapes that ran tools (14)."

The industry had its first standard in the Electronics Industries

Association (EIA) convention on one-inch paper tape to drive the machines.

"Without the EIA standards on one-inch punched tape and codes used there

on, HC would not be where it is today (15)." EIA and the Aerospace

Industries Association followed with several more standards, and the EIA

continues to monitor 14C st~ndards through committee TR-31.



"In 19G3 tho [uVine,'s LD0pri.nt Minuiictur r's Ak.,ociation (Pl,-)

sponsored the fo.mAtian of an lri tian t,,innal ,tanrlard Ir'titute (AIVII)

subcc0ritte for tht purpose of crintinl a prvpo:,cdi stan:o,d for tho tT

langua5D. This cn'riittee was dsignitcd X3J7 (16)." "The prim, objective

of X.37 is to produce a staad.)rd for the APT laiquaqc which will prow:nte tile

interchangeabillty of processing APT part proqr,., on a wide variety of coin-

puters. The secondary objective is to pronote and mraintain the produced

standard at a level the IIC cooe.wunity will accept as an industry standard and

adhere to (17)."

The APT standard is one of many voluntary industry standards set by con-

sensus agreement of mcniber parties. "There are now sor~e 20,000 voluntary

standards enforced.which have been created by more than 400 organizations...

(8)."

Te field of numerical control is international in scope, and so are

efforts to standardize its software. The International Standards Organiza-

tion has nine different projects concerning 11C standards (19).

There is an international move toward a universal English-like language

standardized for machine tools. APT, and APT subsets, are the mst popular and

accepted in the United States; however, the system has its drawbacks. "APT is

a very powerful programming language that is capabld of handling programs for

tile most complex machines. It has sometimes been accused of being too power-

ful for handling the programs of simpler machines such as two-axis drills or

two-axis milling machines (20)."

Autospot, a non-APT type language was developed expressly for the point-to-

point user. Lathe and other turning operations are essentially two-axis opera-

tions, and there has been some dissatisfaction over APT's perfonance in this

field. The U.S. Army evaluated programming languages for turning operations in

Project Number 9679 (21).

- - ______________ Z-2
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Standardization is not wiithout its critics. "...[st.ndards are the

main 'non-tariff' bkrriers. to trad2 that are adjudicated in Gc.nava by the

General Agre~int ei, Tariffs jnd Tradu (22)."

"Corporations who have. or will achieve, ! uccessful CAM operations are

understandably concerned with retention of the competitive advantages their

technological development has earned them (23)." An example is Compact II,

the proprietar lanquage of Manufacturing Data Systems, Inc. which has been

widely used.

According to Jack Thornton writing in American Motal Market/Metalworking

flews, "[MJany knowledgeable UC experts think that a single UC language is im-

possible, though they concede it would be hice (24)." "'A single universal IIC

language remains only a distant possibility,' according to Peter D. Senkiw,

President of Advanced Computer Systems, Dayton, Ohio and former head of the

Defense Departrent's attempt to unravel NIC languages. That study, the Numerical

Control LangOage Evaluation ([CLE), was published in October, 1974, and 'is

quite dated already,' said Senkiw. The reason is that language proponents are

constantly innovating and restructuring the languages (25)." 14r. Thornton

points out that proponents of other languagas wh6 have large capital invest-

ments tied up would oppose adoption of a single IIC language. Also, many

dedicated languages are more efficient at their specialty than the broad-

based languages (26).

Although there has been resistance to a universal language, substantial

progress has occurred in several other areas of standardization. EIA Axis

and I-lotion Nomenclature for N 1umerically Controlled Machines' Standard established

standard coordinates for all numerically controlled machines. The Standard was

9,- - ---- -- -
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develope d by CIA Engineering Cui-.,, Jttw% T-31 an !Nunvricil Control Sy!.tms and

Equipzirnt. "This standard for axis mrtinn noru,,nIclatur. for nuiorically cun-

trolled machines is intender.d to si.qnlify pr, rirdiing, to siiiplify training

of progrdu-rers, and to facilitate thk interchangeability of control topes (27)."

ANSI published the first APT Languaga Sttnnd,1 d (X3.37) in October, 1974.

ANSI stated its purpose in X3.37 was "...to prop.otO interchangeability of pro-

cessing of these prograrms on a wide variety of corputers (28)." The Standard

defined APT syntax, and lhe format of the output data (CLDATA) of the processor,

but not the interpretation applied to the uutput data by succeeding processinq

or equipment. The Standard attempted to resolve contradictions of existing

APT systems.

ANSI Standard X3.37 defined APT as a hierarchy of five subsets, with each

higher subset including the lower and enlarging its capabilities. Sonic modqlar

capabilities can be handed down to a lowuer set. The minimum subset (Subset l-)

has motion corniands limited to position coordinate; or delta motions, with no

geometric definition available. Subset 2, Advanced Point-to-Point System,

adds geometric definition in lines. Subset 3, Minimum Contouring System, can

calculate cutter offset paths, and geometric definition in planes. Subset 4,

Three-Dimensional Contouring System, adds. geometric definition of three-

dimensional surfaces. Subset 5, Multi-Axis Contouring System, has the added

capability to control cutter orientation relative to the workpiece.

Examples of a modular feature which can be added to r subset include

multiple postprocessing, and trigonometric functions which can be added to

the Advanced Point-to-Point System (Subset 2).
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In larch, 1975, P5SI Conwitte _ X3J7 releaned for considteratinn a Pro-

posed Revision to X3.37. The 1975 reision included the addition of a nachinu

tool type dependent postprocessor language and mitor corrections to the pro-

cessor ldntutio.

One major a~incy responding to the ANSI proposal has been tile National

Bureau of Standards (1111S). A Federal Infoitation Processing Standards (FIPS)

task group (T6-19) has been foniTed under the Institute for Conputer Sciences

and Technology of NBS. "T6-19 will consider the suitability of the ANSI

standard for APT for use as a Federal Standard (29)."

2. Postprocessors

The majority of the software standardization effort has been directed

to the basic processor, that section which geometrically describes the part

to be produced. Also included in this section are the important mathematical

techniques for expressing geometry in machine irotions which are consistent

and repeatable. The output of this processor is utually referred to as

Cutter Location Data (CL Data, or CLDATA). This information is then routed

through the postprocessor section of the computer program to allow the use of

a specific machiiie to produce the part. The output of the postprocessor

in conventional NC is the cGded paper tape. Dr. James Childs identifies

the major weakness of the postprocessing, "...since the exact tape format

for different machines will be different, each type of numerical control

machine must have its own unique postprocessor (30)." "The number of post-*

processors that interpret word meanings differently also contributes to the

difficulty of achieving the desired result (31)."
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The trend in iuidustry today is to:ard more uniform t ad stindard piieral-

purpune processors and ser i-unique spvcial-pur.,m.t post~proressrors, how:iver,

several attempts havt, been identified that make postprocessors standardized

to the degree of allowing exchange hetw evn different machines. National and

international standards organizations have directed substantial efforts to

solve the problem of vocabulary definition. The.Unified rurt-rical Control

Language Conrittee, which represents six European countries, has issued a

register of potprocessor vocabulary (32). The International Standards

Organization (ISO) standards, which detailed the preferred vocabulary and

meaning, were in their final stages of publication in 1974 (33).

One promising concept reported by the Bendix Corporation and International

Business# Machines, involves automatic generation of the postprocessor by a

computer. Independent subroutines for the postprocessor, which are the same

for every application, are used as a base. Machine dependent routines are

added or modified re,.ulting in a new postprocessor. By 1970 Bendix had

developed a system for'computer-aided generation of a 3-axis postprocessor

employing the IBM System/360 Computer. "The benefits of automatic software

generation of post-processors will- result in reduced cost and qhorter lead

'tim with increased reliability (34)."

.IBM is also involved in computer generated postprocessors. "A new

feature called design aid for post-processors (DAPP) is a method of reducing

the cost and effort to develop new post-processors. This set of modules con-

tains all the modules provided by the S/360 APT systm (35)." Also as reported

in another reference, "IBM has included in its system 370 APT package, a new
post-processor writing concept called DAPP (Design Aid for Post-Processors).

171
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This all,,; pro nr-irtr to ner1;,te a n-it pupt-prnco!.,:,:r by supplylnti tho

answcrs to qur.. tionniir,, ,ind by writinj d richini, 001 riodule (36)."

Thf% National Enqinering Laboratory (fiLL), East KilbridV, Glasgow, UIK,

has been very active in lC research. "The Production Engi;eering Perearch

Association, througih o contract with 11EL, ha-. dveirljd a pnralized post-

processor for point-to-point machines fitted with widely differing cnntrol

systems... . It is only necessary to write a new michine tool module in order

to cater for a new irachine (37)."

The preceeding rethods atterpt to standardize similar subroutines, or

modules, in postprocessors of similar rrchines. Such techniques omit machine

dependent state%-ints until the postprocessor is intnrfaced with a specific

machine.

One attempt to standardize postprocessors including machine dependent

functions of different machines, was identified. Such a techpique would

allow the same postprocessor to produce identical parts on different machines.

Bradford 14. Smith of the Naval Ship Research and Development Center (I1SRDC)

reported on his successful results in this endeavor ir September, 1973.

Mr. Smith identified two types of postprocessor language incompatibility.

"The lack of standardization in APT post-processor vocabulary has led to each

post-processor requiring slightly different APT input statements to accomplish

the same function (38)." 14r. Smaith proposed that a co.n on postprocessor

language be used by the Department of Defense.

The other incompatibility results from different languages used to

exercise different machine tool functions. To eliminate this difference,

NC machines of similar capabilities are grouped together in general categories.

-a--w
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Mr. S-ith's goal was for every riachine in a q:ro'ip to intorpret the sore CL

Data correctly, i.e. each machine in the group ti-ng the same, or an id, ntical

postprocessor. The technique allo,:ed the postprocessor to "simulate in soft-

ware those machining functions cOllkd for by the pdrt progran, but not

available on the selected NC irchine us hardware options (39)."

"For instance, if the CL Data calls for a tool change and no automatic

tool changer exists on the selected achine, the post-processor will stop the

machining sequence and notify the operator that a manual tool change is re-

quired (40)." This capability was generated and proven using two different

machines to mak~e identical parts from the same CL Data. The machines used

were a Sundstrand O.-3 and a Pratt and Whitney 1C-l000.

Fr. Smith later developed a Part Progranmers I!anual which was in use at

the NSRDC on a Kerney and Trecker Model 2 and a Kerney and Trecker Model EB.

A draft of this manual is in Appendix A. Mr. Smith has proposed a generd!

plan for improved use of numericall3 controlled machine tools in the Depart-

rent of Defense (Appendix 3), and a specific research project for better tIC

use in the Haval Air Systems Command (Appendix C).
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Chapter V

Work Exchangc

The standardization of postprocessors would b:! a rajor step to.;ard the

practical exchangp of work between locations. A Ilaval Ship Research and

Developront Center study in 1974 surveyed laval expurience in N C parts pro-

gra.i exchange.' The study reported thr-t "vendors are reluctant to u e a nmarical

control parts program supplied as part of a purchase package. A vendor is not

likely to use a parts program unless he has a guarantee that there are no

Iminor' faults in the program which may damage his machine (41),"

Even if the exchanged parts program successfully produced the part, thv

recipient may find the program unacceptable for his operation. About 1972 a

number of parts programs were produced by Iorthern Ordnance Company for use at

the Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville (NOSL). Although the programs were

essentially correct, "the machining techniques used by the programmers at

Northern Ordnance were. so different from those used at NOSL that the machinists

at NOSL preferred not to use them. While much of the parts program dealing

with part geometry could be used by NOSL, it was found necessary to reprogram

all the cutter motion coinands.. because the connands were not progratrimd

according to the commonly accepted machining practices at NOSL (42)."

Redding and Smith also cited successful examples of exchange of programs

with the Navy. In a series of experiments with South Carolina Vocational

School, parts were manufactured using the same control tape at two separate

locations. In part, "...the results of this exercise demonstrated the ability

of the school to 1) produce a part from control tape used by the Navy on a

-
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different but slmilar nr.-rical crintvnl rachlne tool, 2) prodcjUe a part from a

tope proqr, r.id reote frowi the nachine systen, and 3) produce a part on the

school's nu-'Wrical control r:achine, from Intructions and a control tape re-

layed through a cOo,2rical telephone-linked tcmlnal and tlrin-sharing colmuter

(43)."

One atte7pt to make 'postprocessors available for exchange was a request

for information by the Nunvrical Control Society (I;CS). This information

request, dated August 22, 1975, included a survey on postprocessors, and a

questionnaire on part program computer tape verification. The survey and

questionnaire, included in Appendix 0, were the subject of d telephone con-

versation on May 21, 1976 with Mr. Edwin C* lurd, Chairman of the IICS Software

Cominittee. Mr. Hiurd said that both parts of the information request had been

recently completed, and that no results had been released. A decision on the

information to be released was pending before the Board of Directors of the

NCS.

€a

a
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Chapter VI

Direct Numerical Control

Progress in the field of num2rical control has closely paralleled ad-

vancerronts in electronics. From the vacuui tube circuitry of the early 1950's,

there have been quantum leaps of progress through the transistor era into the

present age of integrated circuit technology. The computer industry capi-

talized quickly on these innovations, providing the user disciplines with

large computers for all purposes, specialized lower cost minicomputers, and

economical, less flexible microcomputers. Each of these systems has applic,-

tion-to nijimrica confi'ol, and the applicat'ions are growing %nd changing with

the technology.

One method which has improved the use of NC machine tools is Direct

Nlumerical Control (DUC). DIIC is defined by the National Machine Tool Builders

Association (N1.TBA) as "[A] system connecting a set of numerically controlled

machines to a common memory for part program or machine program storage, with

provision for on-dema-d distribution of data to the machines. Direct Numerical

Control Systems generally have additional provisions for collectio!, display or

editing of part programs, operator instructions, or data related to the numerical

control process (44)." Such a system would typically include a central plant

-located multipurpose computer, also capable of other diversified plant tasks,

such as payroll and inventory. Each NC machine on the shop floor may have an

operator's panel where the part program can be monitored on a cathode ray tube,

errors edited, or operations halted.,

.7 f _- - ~~---
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There are at lpast two hetefits of such systems. A central coiiputer

station can reduce maintenance costs, and sirplify control and supervision.

The DNIC system allo-is for expansion by changing software. A hierarchy approach

allows Adaptive Control or 1anagennt information Systems to be integrated.

Adaptive Control optimizes metal cutting by automatically selecting the most

efficient speed and feed based upon feedback from a transducer that senses

force, torque or temperature. Management Information Systems (1.1IS) integrate

data on production, inventory, and demand into an ordered array to aid manage-

ment in planning.

A number of more specific advantages have been iu,,marized by Childs.

"Instead of the computers prcitarirg instructions and then punching these on

tape, the instructions are transmitted from the computer directly to the

drive motors of the machine (45)." Elimination of the tape reader and faster"

tape verification with editing capability are major advantages. "Despite

many im-provements, the tape reader is still the single most unreliable part

of an NC system, vulnerable as it is to abuse from the operator and the

environment (46)."

Despite the advantages of DNC on the large scale, its implementation in

industrS! has been slow. "The American Machinist 11th Inventory of Machine

Tools shows that...the total population of DNC systems. in the United States

is less than 40 (47)."
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Chapter VII

Computer Numerical Control

Computer Numerical Control (CUIC) is defincd by 111-ITBA as "[A) numerical

control system wherein a dedicated, stored program computer is used to perform

some or all of the basic numerical control functions (48)." CIIC makes use of

minicomputers arid microcomputers, two terms which have occasionally been used-

interch'ngeably. Both are solid state computers which vary in their flexi-

bility and the degree of dedication, the microcomiputer being less flexible

and more highly dedicated. The literature indicated some overlap in the

range of application of the two systems.

"Many of the recent prodiwct developments. . feature control systems whose

basic building block is a general purpose minicomputer. The introduction of

microprocessor represents the next step in the evolutionary process of

' jig computer technology to NC. Since computers and computer-like systems

it" ,ze storage devices or memories, it is a natural extension to utilize

this hardware to store not only the data required to configure the NC system,

but also to store part programs (49)."

Future application decisions will need to consider the cost of software

programing and its development, storage, and peripheral equipment required.

The flexibility of software provides the control features. at the cost of memory

to. store them, and adapts a general purpose controller to a.particular machi-ne

(50)." "Software is the key to CNC, the costs of which are easily overlooked.

The cost of software development is growing in relation to decreasing hardware

costs (51).".

j .
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Many of the leading IIC electronic suppliers have cut back or curtailed

production of conventional hard wired controls in fivor of CNC. Westinghouse

Electric Company and Vega no longer produce hardeiiro tIC, and Bendix will be

80 percent CNIC in 1977 (52).

S So

S S

tS
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Chapter VIII

Automated Literature Search

1. Overview

A substantial portion of tie literature review for this project was con-

ducted through the Texas A&M University Automated Information Retrieval Service,

the University Library's coputerized literature searciing service. Two com-

mercial online, interactive, computer-based retrieval services are accessable

by means of a remote, time sharing terminal at the University Library. The

two services available are DIALOG, the information retrieval service of

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, and ORBIT, the information retrieval

service of System Development Corporation.

Searches of the DIALOG and ORBIT systems are conducted in a similar

manner. Words, and word groups which identify the subject material (key

words), are placed into the computer by the customer in the form of a query.

Tile computer responds with the number of references in an individual data

base which include the subject of interest. Tile search area may be expanded

or restricted after each response by alteration of combinations of key words.

Important information on a reference, such as the author, title, and source,

can then be printed at the users request.

• The services contain specific data bases which vary in their area of

emphasis. DIALOG contains 35 data bases, 18 of which are classified in

Science, Technology or Engineering. ORBIT contains 16 data bases. ORBIT

has been operational since 1965, DIALOG since 1967. The data batses used are

summarized in Table 8-1.

.2o
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Table 8-1

SU,.MARY Or DA7A BASES Uu

UPDATED
TOTAL FREQUENCY OF PER

DATA BASE COVEkAGE CITATIOIS UPDATIiiG PERIOD SERVICr

NTIS 1  Jan 1964 481,900 Biweekly 2,300 ORBIT/
DIALOG

COXPE'DEX1  Jan 190 412,000 Monthly 6,000 ORBIT/
DIALOG

INSPEC1  Jan 1969 355,000 Monthly 5,000 DIALOG

ISf*'EC Jan 1973 34,200 Monthly 1,400 DIALOG

SCISEARCII 1  Jan 1974 800,000 Monthly 40,000 DIALOG

SSIE 2  Jan 1974 130,000 Monthly 9,000 ORBIT

CDI 1861 417,000 Annual 39,375 DIALOG

F&S I
IIDEXES" Jan 1972 524,900 Monthly 8,300 DIALOG

1. DIALOG DATA BASES FACT SHEET, DIALOG Information Retrieval Service,

Oct, 1975.

2. SDC Search .,.rvice Data Bases, Systems Development Corporation,

Nov, 1975.

3. Comprehensive Dissertation Index, 1974 Supplement, Vol. 5, 1975.

: I .. ..- ." " -iI IIi -!{ "
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Three scperate online literature searches v.ere conducted, the results

of which are presented in Table 8-2, Table 8-3, and Table 8-4.

The first search of three data bases was conducted on March 15, 1976.

The objectives of the first search wvere to gain an estimate of the mag-

nitude of the literture written on numerical control, and to obtain specific

references. A simplified logic flow chart is presented in Figure 8-1.

After the results of the first search were analyzed, a second search of

seven data bases was conducted on April 15, 1976. Focus was directed to

tools, postprocessors, and standardization.

A third search of four data bases was conducted on July 27, 1976, This

search acted as a control, to determine if any area of interest had been

excluded inadvertently. The effects of using different word forms of the

key words "tool" and "postprocessor" were measured. An attempt was made to

locate additional work by the two primary researchers (previously identified

by the first two searches). A business oriented dita base was included to

broaden the extent of the search.

* -1 - -
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Table 8-2

Infoiination Retrieval Search of M*larch 15, 1976

Sun nary of Results

Data Base

I. NTIS
2. CO:4PEI;DEX
3. INSPEC

Code Used
Key Words used in Search Number of References Generated in Flow Chart

1 2 3

Numerical Control 176 123 1450 NC

Machine Tools 523 2234 2519 MT

Numerical Control and Machine Tools 72 92 920 NCM"

Programing Languages 2282 861 905 PL

Punched Tape 142 84 319 PT

Machine Oriented Languages 112 3 114 ML

Standards 14181 5876 3171 ST

Standardization 926 979 1272 SZ

Numerical Control and acbine Tools and
Progranning Languages or Punched Tape or
Machine Oriented Languages or Standards
or Standardization 20 6 45

Review 14917 - 61,90 R

State of the Art 1155 - 5 250 SA

Numerical Control and Machine Tools
and Review or State of the Art 1 2



Table 8-3

Information Retrieval Search of April 8, 1976

Summary of Results

Data Base

1. NTIS
2. COX",PEND.X
3. IIISPEC
4. ISMEC
5. CDI
6-. SCI SEARCH
7. SSIE

Key Words Used in Search Number of References Generated

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Numerical Control 180 438 1450 - 1 0 -

Machine Tools 524 2255 2519 - -

Numerical Control and Machine Tools - 265 926 152* - - -

.Computer Software 134 119 851 - . .

Nuhierical Control and IMlachine Tools and
Computer Software - 1 6 -

Tool 611 6136 1148 -

Numerical Control and Machine Tools and Tool - 86 216 -

Standardization - 964 1317 162 -

Numerical Control and Machine Tools and Tool
and Standardization - 0 1 2* - -

Group Technology - 55 6 -

Numerical Control and Machine Tools and Tool
*and Group Technology - 1. - - - -

Post Processors 8 14 13 2 0 1 3

*Nunrical Control'and Tool
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frable 8-4

.1: I4IFOPJ.ATIO:I RETRIEVAL SEAKICII OF

JULY 27-, 1976

Sumary of Results

DATA BASE

1. IITIS

2. IIISPEC

3. COMPENDEX

4. F&S INDEX

1 2 3 4

Numerical Control 185 1,497 452 353

Technol oy 28,274 6,775 12,436 3,535

Manufacturing 5,101 3,363 4,629 1,588

Numerical Control and Technology 19 20 24 8

Nunxrical Control and 11anufacturing 37 162 66 11

Standardi(zation) 1,057 1,379 1,839 97

General i (zation) 15,965 1,841 5,864 25

Numerical Control and Standardi-

(zation) 4 22 9 1

Numerical Control and G..,nerali-
(zation) 5 " 3 •4 0

Machine tool 87 576 973 -

Machine tools 540 2,578 2,345 -

Numerical Control and Machine Tool 8 156 67 -

Numerical Control and Machine Tools 73 943 262 -

Tool 632 1,177 6,492 2,351

Tooling 62 52 726 145
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Table 8-4 (continued)

12 3 4

adunrerical Control and Tool 12 227 103 225

Numerical Control and Yooling 0 17 14 3

Tool and Standardi(zation) 1 52 -

Tooling and Standardi(zation) 0 2 ZI -

Numerical Control and Tooling and

Standardi(zation) - - 2 -

Postprocessor 8 ll 13 0

Post processor 8 15 15 0

Numerical Control and Postprocessor 1 2 1 0

Niumerical Control and Post processor 3 9 6 0

Numerical Control.and R. M. Sim 0 2 1 -

Numerical Control and B. M. Smith 2 0 0 -

aOumerical Control and J. L. Redding 0 1 0
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Figure B-1

Inforr'tilon Petrieval Scarch Of IVrch 15, 1976

Siriplified Logic Flow: Ctrt

(Iurbers Rflect NTIS Results Only)

1 76 523

R, SA PLj PT, M-L, ST, SZ

149171 1155 ad2282, 142, 112v 141t31, 92-6

i20
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2. D3ta Casos Used

NTIS: The National Technical Infonnation Service Is a Federal Agency, under

the Departrsnt of Conv,.,rce. It Is "the central point In the UnitLed States

for public sale of research, development, and other Covernr.nt-funded reports

prepared by Federal agencies, their contractors, or grantees. In addition to

the data produced by the Department of Conerce's, 20 operating units, more

than 225 other Government organizations use I1TIS to announce and distribute

their publications and data (53)."

COIKPEfDEX: COMPENIDEX, produced by the Engineering Index, Inc. is a data base

corresponding to The Engineerinq Index Monthly. The data base offers a world-

wide coverage of engineering from professional and technical journals, pro-

ceedings, transactions, reports, and special publications. 2299 publications

were included in 1975 (54).

INSPEC: INSPEC is ai abstracting service provided by the Institution of

Electrical Enqineers (IEE), located in Great Britain. The service is sub-

divided into Computer and Control Abstracts, Physi-s Abstracts, and Electrical

and Electronic Abstracts; all are a part of the overall service, Science

Abstracts. The data base draws mainly from professional and technical journals

and conferences. In 1975, virtually all articles in approximately 223 journals

were included. The articles of approximately 2240 additional journals con-

sidered significant by the editors were also included in 1975 (55).

ISMEC: Information Service in Mechanical Engineering (ISMEC) is a data base

parallel to 1NSPEC produced by the Institution of Electrical Engineers and

. the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Information relevant to mechanical

I!. A
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engineering aid enuintering rnge),a ,nt is s,lected from periodic.,l literature,

books, reports, and conference proceedings. In 1974 the references were drawn

from a colluction of approxim.tely 243 periodicals, and an additional 2000

publications submitted to ItNSPEC (SG).

SCISEARCH: SCISEARCII is an index to the literathire of science and technology

from the Institute for ScientIfic Information. I1GO Life Science Journals

are included (57).

SSIE: SSIE is a service of the Sci, nce Information Exchange (SIE) of the

Smithsonian Institution. The SIE "facilitates effective management and co-

ordination of scientific research ancl development by providing for exchange of

information about current research projects supported by the U.S. Government

and other participating agencies (58)." The data base allows users to monitor

the progress of inr omplete research, and proposals on planned projects. Over

1300 funding organizations voluntarily submit project information (59).

COMREVIEIISIVE DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS: Comprehensive Dissertation Abstracts

include "virtualtly ali of the dissertations accepted for academic doctoral

degreet .......... .granted by United States educational institutions. Some

dissertations accepted by foreign universities are also included (60)." The

data base corresponds to Comprehensive Dissertation Index (CDI), a service of

Xerox University Microfilms.

F & S INDEXES: Funk and Scott Indexes is a business and economics data base

from Predicasts, Inc. Articles relevant to business research are drawn from

over 250 financial publications, business oriented newspapers, trade magazines

and special reports (61).

Ii
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AR/OFF

NORMAL IMPLEMLNTATION

This statement controls the operation of. ai jets used
for chip removal. Control is normally effectd through the
use of miscellaneous function M Codes on the postprocessor
N.C output.

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

Where the N C machine is not equipped with air jets under
program control, this function must be implemented manually by
the machine tool operator. The postprocessor brings the machine
tool to a halt by placing an OPSTOP code on the N*C output. The
operator is then advised through a message on the.text output to
control the function of the air jets manually.

BREAK
This statement is normally used where the N C output of

the postprocessor is punched paper tape. The statement is
used to segment the paper tape into convienent and manageable
lengths. BREAK causes the postprocessor to terminate the paper
tape in an orderly fashion as with an END s9tatement. A new
length of paper tape is then started with all functiohs such
as the spindle and coolant restored to the condition they were

-in before the break.
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CLAM-P/ o0"OFF

lnitiates or terminatos a holding operation.

CLAMP/ , (OFj

Controls a hosding operation on clamp number "n". "ON" is
assumed if the option is not specified.

XAX I S
YAXIS 'ON

CLAMP/ ZAXIs OFF)
.AAXI S'
BAXIS
CAX IS

* Controls a clnmping operation on one axis of the mnchine tool.
"ON" is assumed if the option is not specified.

CLAMP/ ALL ON

CHUCK (0F

COLLET
HEAD
PALLET
RAIL
SADDLE
TABLE

Initiates a clamping operation on the device selbct.ed. "ON"
is assumed if the option is not specified.

NORMAL IMPLEMENTATION

Control is normally effected through the use of miscellaneous
function M Codes on the postprocessor N C output,

-II ________
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PROPOSED I AAIP, IENTATION

Where the N C machine is not equippr-d with cl:imping
devices under progr%4 control, this function must be imple-
mented manually by the machine tool operator. The post-
processor brings the machine tool to a halt by placing an
OPSTOP code on the N C output. The operator is then advised
through a messale on the text output to control the function
of the clnmnps manually.

CLRSRF/ YZPLAN ,n

(XYPLAN)
ZXPLAN

Defines the normal distance from the part reference system
origin to the clearance plane parallel to the selected
coordinate plane.

• CLRSRFI n
RDefines t e normal distance frow the part reference system

origin to the clearance plane parallel to the XY coordinate
plane.

CLRSRF/ (defiiition of a, plane)

Defines the clearance plane explicitly.

IMPLEMENTATION

The CLRSRF statement is used by the postprocessor to
define a clearance plane to be used in conjunction with sub-
sequent RETIICT statements. When a RETRCT is encountered,
the postprocessor will automatically retract the tool to the
clearance plane.

*I
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FLOOD
C00LUTI (n), MIST 0 OFF)

AIR \F,

Controls the selection of coolant desired.

COLIITi (n), ON
OFF

The optional scalar value "n" selects which coolant is dcsired

to be controlled.

NORMAI, IMPLEMENTATiON

This statement is used to control the flow and the type
of coolant used. Use of the minor words FLOOD, MIST, and AIR
alone constitute a request for that type of coolant to be
turned ON. The statement COOLNT/ON is used to reinstate the
coolant that was last used by the programmer. Where none has
been previously specified, the defaulL option FLOOD is used.Control is normally effected through the use of miscellaneous
function M4 Codes on the postprocessor NCoutput.

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

Where the N C machine is not equipped with coolant under
program control, this function must be implemented manually
by the machine tool operator. The postprocessor brings themachine tool to a halt by placing an OPSTOP code on the N C
output. The operator is then advised through a message on
the text output to control the function of the coolant manually.



CYCLE/ORE, z, r, IP1 (C)42I P11

This statement s-pcifie. a boring operation starting with
a rapid pouitioningf hotion to a hui1igt C above the prograrm1-
med point. This i; followed by a pluIuiie motion at huedrate
f to a depth z. The spindle will then rtop and dwell ior
two seconds. Finally the tool will retract at rapid feed()-
rate to the clearance height C. If C is omitted, .050 inches
is assumed. C is assumed to be po-oitive and z negiativo with
all p.ogrimned points dufined on the part surface.

CYCLE/CSIK, d, a, f, IPI (C)IPR

This statement specifies a counter-sinhing operation where
the tool positions at rapid feedraLe to a height C above
the programmed point. A plunge motion is made at feedrate
f to a depth calculated to leave a countersink diameter d
wilth included tool angle a. A rapid retraction is then
made to the clearance height C. If C is omitted, .050
inches is assumed.

CYCLE/DEEP, zl, z2,-- , z20, f, (P ' )

This statement defines a deep drilling sequence where the
tool positions at rapid feedrate to a height C above the
programmed point and the following sequence occurs:

1. Plunge at feedrate f to the depth zl.

2. Retract at rapid feedrate to cloarance height C.
3. Plunge at rapid feedrate to within .050 inches of the

previous z depth.

4. Repeat steps 1- 3 for all z parameters.

5. 'Retract at rapid feedrate to the clearance height C.
Where the C parameter is omitted, .050 inchps is assumed:

CYCLE/DRILL Z, ff INM (C)1 PR'

" This statemcnt functions the same way as a CYCLE/DEEP with
only one z parameter given.
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CYCLE/FACE, z, £, '; (C)IPR

This ;tatement -po i£es a facinl; ap,.ration sequcisca con-
sisting of a rapid pts::itionin: : ruon to a clearance hIwighL
C above thr' prograr-at-d point, a plunge. trtion at feedrate
f to the depth -, a two sreond dwl1, and a rapid retraction
to thc el'arance heilht C. W;heru the C parameter is omitted,
.050 inchrm; is at~sumed.

CYCLE/UILL; v, it 1PR 0 CIPR'

This statement sets up a milling sequence for all subsequent
progrwnnod points until another CYCLE statement is encountered.
The milling sequence consists of a rapid positioning motion
to a clearance height C above the first programmed point fol-
lowed by a plunge motion at feedrate ,f to the depth z. The
motion to each successive programned point is at feedrate f.
No retraction is made to the clear'ance height C. Where the
C parameter is omitted, .050 iiches is assumed.

CYCLEIREA, z, , IPM (C)1 PR'

This statement specifies a reaming sequence consisting of a
rapid positioning motion to a height C above the progranned
point, a plunge a-t feedrate f to the depth z, and a retrac-
tion at feedrate f to the clearance height C. If C is omit-
ted, .050 inches is assumed.

IPM ()
CYCLE/TAP, zt ,PR (C)

This statement specifies a tapping sequence starting with
a rapid positioning motion to a height C above the program-
med point. With the spindle in the c ockwise direction a
plunge motion follows at a feedrate f to the depth z. The
spindle is reversed and a retraction is made at a feedrate
f to the clearance height C, A rapid positioning motion is
made to the next programmed point and the spindle is reset
to the clockwise direction. If C is omitted, a height of

050 inches is assumed.
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CYCLE/TIIRU, zi, z2, z3, --- , 2O, , (C)

This statement defines; a series of feed motion.- inter-
spersed with raLPid plhIuie motions, The tool is first
positionud at rtipid feedrate Io a height C above the
progranmud point. TV.e follow-ing cequvi)cc is initiated:

1. Plunge at feedrate f to. the depth zl.
2. Plunge at rapid feedrate to depth z2 minus the clear-

ance dimension C.
3. Plunge at feedrate f to the depth z3.
4. Repeat 1- 3 Tor all z values given.

5. Retract at rapid feedrate to clearance height C.

Where the C parameter is omitted, .050 inches is assumed.

..............................
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CUTCOM4/

I SpeIcifiecs the cutter coinpr rsation register to be used in the
N (! control2 c,".

CUTCOMi, 0'OFF

Turns cutter compensation ON or OFF.

CUTco;/ 1RGHTLEFT

Specifies the direction of cutter compensation to be used.

CUTCOM/ RIGHT (n), YZ PLAN , (LENGTH, m)LEFT ZX PLAN)

Determines if compensation is applied to, right or left side o ,

cutter path. Tle following options can be used in the order
shown.

1. A scalar "n" can be used to specify the cutter ccmpensa-
tion register to be used in the N C controller. Thu default
register is governed by the posrprocessor.

2. The coord-natu plan'e to be ui ed for tle cutter compens't-
tion can be selected. Default value is the XY plane.

3. Cutter length compensation can be specified as a scalar
value "Im". Default length compensation is zero.

I

IMPLEMENTATION

Cutter compensation is a feature of an 14 C contro.ler
which enables an operator to adjust the programmed center
path to compensate for minor variations in cutter diameter
and length from the noinima-. values used in the part program.
These variations are usuaily the result of regrinding, wear,
or inaccuracies of tool length adjustment. Where the N C
machine controller is not tqi.Iipped with the cutter compensa-
tion feature, this statement cannot be correctly proces;ed..
The postprocessor must then flag the use of this statemerp'
as an drror.

Liz
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CYCLE/BORE, T1iRU, - OPTIONS -

This stn.toemcnt specifi,; a boring operation consis-ting of a
riqpid plung:,, a feed motion and a rapid retraction. The
depths for these motions are specified by the couplets RAPTO,
FEEDTO, and RTRCTO. When several sucess:ive rapid and feed
motions aro desired at the same X-Y point, they can be speci-
fied by scalar lints after the RAPTO and FEEDTO modifiers.

CYCLE/BORE, DEEP, (STEP, lnnpletc.) - OPT.ONS-

This statement specifies a boring operation consisting of a
rapid plunge, a series of feed motions, and a rapid retraction.
The initial plunge depth is controlled by the RAPTO couplet.
The feed motions are in "woodpecker" fashion; feed to depth,
retract to initial plunge depth, plunge back to the previous
feed depth, feed down again, etc. The ultimate feed depth is
under control of the FEEDTO modifier. Depths for the inter-
mediate positions are under control of the STEP modifier.

. CYCLE/BORE, DRAG, - OPTIONS -

This statement specifies a boring operation where the spindle
is brought to a halt at the end of the cut and then withdrawn.
Otherwise the parameters and operation are the same as for
CYCLE/BORE, THRU,

CYCLE/BORE, NODRAG, (ORIENT, n)
This statement is similar to the DRAG option except at the end
of the feed motion the spindle is ptopped in a known orientation
and a move is made in X or Y to back the cutter away from the
work before the cultter is retracted.

CYCLE/BORE, MANUAL, - OPTIONS -

This statement allows for a manual retraction of the tool once
the feed motion has terminated. The machine tool spindle is
turned off automatically.
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For all BORE operations the Tollowng, couplets can be
used as options:

RAPTO., m The too]. wil*. plunge at rapid feodrato
to the position defined by the delta
distance "in". A positive value is
measured from the point back along the
spindle center line. A negative value
is measured from the point in the op-
posito direction.

FEEDTO, n The tool will plunge under feedrate
control to the position defined by the
delta distance "n". Positive and nega-
tive values are measured as for RAPTO.

RTRCTO, p The tool will retract at rapid feedratc
to the position defined by the delta
distance "p", Positive and negative
values are measured as for.RAPTO.

IPN P1PR
I.,PM , f The tool will move at a feedrate "f"

in units of inches or millimeters per\I.IMPR/ minute or per revolution.

DWELL, s C6mmands a dwell of "s" seconds.

DWELL, REV, r Commands a dwell of "r" revolutions
of the cutter.

II

I
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4 . CY!.LE/DRILL, TIIHRU, - OPTIONS -

This statr:mwnt .peocifies a drilling operation consisting of
a rapid p1ut:le, a feed motion, and a raiiid rptruction. Depths
for thr-s:o motions are contained in tho modifier couplets 1IAPTO,
FEI.I)TO aud ITRCTO. Whore several succeoasive rapid and feed
motions are desired at the s-ame X- Y point, they can be speci-
fiod by scalar lists after the RAPTO and FEEDTO modifiers.

CYCLE/DRILL, DEEP, (STEP, mi, m2 - - a), .- OPTIONS -

This statement specifies a drilling operation consisting of a
rapid plunge, a series of feed motions, and a rapid retraction.
The initial plunge depth is controlled by the RAPTO couplet.
The feed motions are in "woodpecker" fashion; food to depth.,
retract to initial plunge depth, plunge back to the previous
feed depth, feed down again, etc. The final fced depth is con-
trolled by the FEEDTO couplet. Depths for the intermediate
positions are under the control of the STEP couplet.

CYCLE/DRILL, BRKCHP, (STEP, ml, 2-- ), - OPTIONS-

This statement is identical with the above DEEP statement ex-
cept that the drill is not retracted to the initial plunge
depth after each step of the sequence. The small retraction
that is ma1e after each stop is sufficient only to break up
the chip. The amount of retraction is determined by the post-
processor.

CYCLE/DRILL, CSIIK, CSKDIA, m, TLANGL, n, - OPTIONS -

This statement specifies' a countersinking operation consisting
of a rapid plunge, a feed motion, and a rapid retraction. The
plunge depth and retraction position are controlled by the
RAPTO and RTRCTO modifier options. The feed depth is computed

.by the postprocessor from the scalar values of "Im" and "n".
These are the desired countersink liameter and the tool angle.
If the IIOLDIA option is included, tn additional amount of plunge
depth is calculated before the feed motion starts.

LI K
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CYCLE OPTIOIIS

The following optional couplets can be included with CYCLE/DRILL.
commands.

HOLDIA; The scalar "d" specifies the diameter

of the hole being dril---. -i--rent

diameters for successive holes such as
would be produced by a stepped drill
can be specified in a scalar list after
the IIOLDIA modifier. The data is used
to calculate an additional amount of
rapid feedrate plunge before the cutting
feedrate is started.

RAPTO, m
FEEDTO, n

RTRCTO, p
QPM )\

MMPM Same as for CYCLE/BORE. options

I.',PR

DWELL," s

DWELL, REV, r
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CYCIE/TAP, - OPTIONS -

This statement specifies a fixed cycle of tapping operations
consi.ting of a rapid plunge, forward spindle, feed to depth,
reverse spindlu, fuedout to the fed start position, and a
rapid retraction. The following modifiers are used to specify
the cycle. All modifier couplets are opt',.nal.

RIGHT) The forward direction of the spindle
LEFT ) is right for clockwise and left for

counterclockwise.

RAPTO, m
.EEDTO, nRTRCTO,p( pPM Same as for CYCLE/BORE options

I PRMt'1PM I'
MMPRI

TPI, m
Can be used in lieu of IPM above to
specify the threads per inch "Im" for
feedrate control.

DWELLj s Same as for CYCLE/BORE options
DWELL, REV, r

CYCLE/MILL, - OPTIONS -

This statement specifies a series of milling operations con-
sisting of a rapid plunge, a feed motion, a milling sequence
and a rapid retraction after the last point of the milling
sequence. The following modifiers are used to specify the
cycle. All modifier couplets are optional.

RAPTO, m

FEEDTO, n
RTRCTO, p
1 PM

SPPR f
MMPMMMPRI
DWELL; S

* DWELL, REV,
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CYCLE/MANUAL
A manually controlled opioration is to be performed at each
X - Y point. The machine operator will restart the machine
after the operation is completed.

CYCLE/OFF
This statement terminates a previously defined cycle operation
sequence.

CYCLE/ON, - OPTIONS -

This statement reinstates the last defined cycle operation
sequence. Options may be appended to modify any aspect of
the sequence desired.

DELAY/n

Causes a suspension of all machine oporations for,"n" seconds."
Used to halt the machine for a given length of time.

DELAY/REV, n
Causes a suspension of all machine operations for "n" revolu-
tions of the spindle.

IMPLEMENTATION

Dwell ti mes are usually initiated by an appropriate mis-
.cellaneous 1tu.iction, M code or by a preparatory function G code.
The length of dwell is Igoverned either by an associated motion
register (X,Y,Z,etc.) or by activating a preset timer in the NC
controller. In the case of a dwell for a specified number of
revolutions, the postprocessor first calculates the time in sec-
onds from the known spindle speed and the given number or revol-
utions. The appropriate output block is then generated.
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For 1.1 C controls with no control of delay time, the post-
processor should genrrmte a warning mesage indicating it delay
was called for but not executed.

END
This statement indicates the logical completion of a section of
programminu. An orderly completion of all postprocossor output
follows. A Stop code and End of Tape code followed by trziling
leader codes are placed on the postprocent;or N C output. Final
messages are printed on the text output concerning tape length
produced, machiiing time, and number of processing errors.
Following the END statement a postprocessor expects either a
FROM statement or a FINI statement.

. U

9
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FEDRAT/ n RANGE, H
HIGH/

Specifies the feedrate in inches per minute. Rangr selection
is optional.

IP n RAGE-LOW ,

FEDRAT/ MP.,n, AG EDIU14I

MMP11
MI4PR HIGH

Specifies the feedrate "n" in units of inches or millimeters
per minute or per revolution. Range selection is optional.

XMPLEMENTATION

The postprocessor will ordinarily calculate the proper F code
feedrate number to be placed on the N C output based upon data
such as the commanded feedrate, the length of tool motion being
executed, and the spindle speed if IPR has been specified. The
feodrate may have to be reduced as a result of acceleration -
deceleration requirements of the machine, surface feet per min-
ute claculations, or tape reader speed limitations. All feed-
rates are tested by the postprocessor to lie within maximum
and minimum bounds. The optional range selection will normally
result in a miscellaneous M code being generated to shift gears
of the servo transmission along with a deliay preparatory function
G code to cause a dwell for the required length of time Xor gear
changing.

For those N C machines without gear changing ability, the RANGE
option is ignored. If by chance the comnanded feedrate exceedsthe capability of the machine tool, a warning message is placed

on the output text listing and the maximum feedrate is assigned.
If a feedrate command is encountered which cannot be executed
within given range, an automatic range change is made and a
warning message is generated.

For those N C machines with manual control of feedrate only,
an OPSTOP code is generated and a message is placbd on :the
output listing instructing the machine operator to manually

m adjust the feedrate to the required value.

r "___
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~GOI!OI'iE

Commands all axes of the machine tool to a position wvhjich is
defined within et,,ch individual postprocessor. The statement
is often used for chanlring tools or at the end of a part pro-
gram. Rapid feedrate is used for this move.

INSERT/ ' ....
Characters specifi;d between the apostrophe delimiters are
inserted directly it n the output control 'nformration. Im-
bedded blank characters are inserted in the same manner.

LEADER/.

Specifies the amount of leader to be produced in units set
by the postprocessor. (Con-nonly inches)

. Lli4ThL/' .

Controls the linearization function. The value "n" specifies
the acceptable deviation of the tool tip from the desired
CUtter path.

LINTOL/o WOFF

Commands that the linearization function in the postprocessor
be on or off. The postprocessor linearization function Iorces
the machine tool to stay within a specified tolerance of a
straight line connecting two 'uccessive cutter location points.
Intermediate points are calculated to fultill this purpose.
Linearization is performed only for non-rapid movenients when
started by a LINTOL statement.



LARGER
LOAD/TOOL, (1) (LENGTH n), AOLDERL, SL

P

Controls the lo adinn of a tool specified by tho optional
parameters or by a previous SELECT/TOOL statemwnt. 'n"
is the tool identification. Cutter lenith compentatiol call
be optionally specified by the couplet LL.E1NGTJ; 111j, and a
tool holder is described by the last optional couplet.

NORMAL IMPLEIENTATION

The tool to be loaded by this command is specified by
the value "ti". This is either the tool number or its location
in the" automatic tool changer. If "n" is omitted the next tool
available will be loaded. Use of just the basic statement
WAD/TOOL with no other data implies that the tool was pro-
viously specified by a SELECT/TOOL statement. Control of the
tool loading operation is normally effected through the use
of ipiscellaneous function, M Codes, preparatory function, G
Codes, and tool function, T Codes, on the postprocessor N C
output.

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

Where the N C machine is not equipped with tool chan ing
capability under program control, this function must be im-
plemented manually by the machine tool operator. The post-
processor brings the machine tool to a halt by placing an
OPSTOP code on th.- N C output. The operator is then advised
through a message on the text output to load the specified
tool manually.

MCHTOL/n

This feature of a postprocessor checks the amount of overshoot
or undershoot that will occur when a change in direction has
been programmed. If the deviation from the desired cutter path
exceeds the value "n", the postprocessor will compensate by in-
serting commands on the N C output. Dwell commands are used to
correct for excessive undershoot. Th commanded feedrate is
reduced to correct for overshoot.
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OPS!IP/ 01,OFF

This statrment allows the machine tool operator to skip over
optional vvctions of U C control information. All blocks of
postproc:;sur l C output occurring after an OPSKIP/ON state-
mont are fla[:ited in such a way to allow the N C controller to
ignore thcm whnover the machine operator uses the bloc: do-
lete function of the controller.

IMPIEMENTATION

Where this command is used for controllers not equipped
with the block delete option, it is ignored.

OPSTOP
Optionally halts :0l machines motions under tape control and
turns off the coolant, spindle, and tape reader. This command
is similar to the STOP counand but is under the option of the
machine operator. Through a switch on the control panel he
can enable or disable this feature. If the switch is off, the
command is ignored.

.IMPLEMENTATION

For a machine not equipped to recognize the OPSTOP mis-
cellaneous function M Code, the postprocessor should cause
the machine to stop unconditionally.

ORIGIN/ XY, (Z)
This statemnt defines the machine origin in terms of the part.
programming reference system. X, Y, and Z give the location
of the machine tool origin in the coordinate system -used for
the part program. The value Z is optional. Its. default value
is zero.
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PIVOTZ/n
This statement is used only by multiaxis po:-tproces--ors to de'Ine
the relaLtionnhip or the part progrhuning origin to the pivot
plane of ti mtWhino tool. The pivot plane is the batslo refer-
ence plane of the machine tool. It is generally a Z plane. All
machine slide dimr'n.ions are ineasured from the pivot plane. "it"
specifies the distance from the part origin to the pivot; piano.

PPRINT/ '

The statement is used to place comments in the postprocesrror
text output. These are used "to give messages to the part
programmer or machine tool operator concerning part setup.
tool changes, or reasons for a programmed STOP or OPSTOP.
The specified string of characters are inserted into the
printed output of the postprocossor.

RAPID
This statement specifies that the next progranmmed movement is

* to be executed at the maximum possible feedrate. The RAPID
command applies only to the ne:t movement. All successive
moves are at the previously defined feedrate.

$

RETRCT
Commands a rapid traverse movement of the tool to the clear-
ance surface which has been previously defined by a CLRSl1F
statement. Motion is along the tool axis (Z axis). The
command is used on positioning and milling machines.

REWIND
This cotrmand repositions the control medium to its starting
p6int. The machine is brought to an orderly halt with spindle*,
coolant, etc. turned off.

REWIND/i
Repositions the control medium to the reference mark number "n".
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ROTATE/ nEL,TAUJE n

Command.; the rotation of a head or ta;ble in the positioning
Mode only. Motion i.; not under foedrtt control. The scalar
"n" specifics thr- sbsolute value of the angl-e or rotation and
is given il degrees.

ROTATE/ HEAD /CL.W (or
TABLE 1 INCR, m.# (CCLTR/

The angular 'rotation from the present position is specified
by the rouplet (INCR,t). It.is an incremental movement of
"m" degrees. Where the optional direction selector is not
fkpocified, the rotation is governed by the sign of "Im".
Rotation is clockwise for positive "Im" and counterclockwise
for negative "'". Use of ROTRUF insures that nfter rota-
tioh the part coordinate system and the machine coordinate
system remain in alignment.

OTAEI TABLE j ATANGL, n, CCLI (ROTREF)

'Me couplet (ATANGL, n) commands a rotation to the angle "n"
degrees. Direction of rotation is governed by the optional
belector. Defau t direction is clockwise. As above the op-
tion ROTREF will cause rotation of the part programming coor-
dinate system.

IIOPOSrD IMPLEMENTATION

*the ROTATE command normally results in A or B axis move-
ments on the postprocessor N C output. For machine tools "ot
equipped for these movements there can be no 'simple manual
remedy. The postprocessor should flag this condition as being
beyond the capability of the selected machine tool.
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SELECT/IEAD, n S0lects head by number.

4" ALL

BOTH
H 161-1
LEFT

LOW

MAI N

RAIL

RIGHT

SADDLE

L SIDE

RAM

QUILL

NOR1,AL IMPLE, ENTATION

This stattement identifies a particular head on the N C
machine which will be referenced by future statements.

PROPOSED IM1 .PLEIENTATION

This statement will be ignored by all machines with a
Vlngle head.

P
SELECT/TOQL, (n), (LENGTH, m), HOLDER, MEDIUM)

SMALL

NORMAL IMPLEMENTATION

This statement controls the selection from the tool changer
of the tool specified by the identification number "n". If
"n" if omitted, the next tool availablo will be selected.
Cutter length compensation can be optionally specified by
the couplet (Length, m). nFhe tool holder can be described
by the last optional couplet. The tool will not be loaded
into the active spindle until a LO-lAD/TOOL statement is en-
countered at a later time. Control is normally effected
through the use of miscellaneous function, M Codes, prepara-
tory function, G Codes, and tool function, T Codes on the
postprocessor, NC output.

. .. • Sm• • • • m mm m••"-
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PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

Where the N C machine is not equipped with automatic
tool changing, capability under pro.ran control, this function
must be implemented manually by the maclrino tool operutor
when the LOAD/TOOL statement is oacounterod. The postprocossor
must simply store the data given in the S].'rLECT/TOOL statement
for future use when issuing a message to the operator for load-
ing the tool.

SEQUO/ n

Specifies that the next 6otput block will be assigned the
sequence number "n" only the ne:4-44e-.--w 4-I be effocted.
Normal sequencing will then resume.

- SEQNO/ ONOFF
Starts and stops the sequence numbering function.

SEQNO/AUTO
Specifies that each block sequence number will correspond to
the number of the cutter location record being processed..

SEQ!40/I1CR, m, (r)

Specifies that the next output block will be assigned a
sequence numi.'. #;qual to the previoui number" (or zero if no
previous number was assigned) plus the scalar value "im". Sub-
sequent sequence numbers will be' incremented by the value "Im".
If the tcalar value "r" is present, a sequence number will only
be assigned once every "r" output blocks.
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SEONO/,, I NCR, m
Specifies that the next output block will be assigned sequence
number "n" and that each following block will bc incremented
by Im".

SEQINO/ n, INCR, ni, (r)

Spccifics that: the neot output block will be assigned sequencc
number 'vi" and that ench following block will be incremented
by 'tin" an,4 "r"' as abuve.

CIRCUL
SET/MODE, LI NEAR

PARAS

Specifies the particular mode of interpolation to be used,
(whenever possible) for all non-linear motions.

In

SPINDL/ n ( CCLW), RANGE, MODIUMHIGH

Commands the spindle to' be turned on at the specified angular
velocity' "n" revolutions per minute. The default of the op-
tional angular direction is clockwise. The default of the
bptional range is determined by the postprocessor. "i" speci-
fies a range by number.

In

SPNUNO 'CLW (LOW
SPI ,CLW)' RANGE,. MEDIUM\- 1 HIGH/

Commands the spindle to be turned on. Previous spindle speed
direction, and range are reinstated unless direction or range
is specified. If SPINDL/ON appears as the first specification,
a default spindle speed is assigned by the postprocessor.

SPIfDL/OFF Turns off the spindle motor and coolant.
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SPIIDL/IEUTRL Places Lhe spindi-e motor transmission in the
neutral position.

SPINDL/LOCK Fixes the spindle shaft so that it cannot
be turned.

SPIDLIOPIEIfT, (n)

Causes the spindle to be oriented into an absolute angular
position specified by the optional scalar "n" or in the
absence of "n" in a position determined by the machine
hardware or the postprocessor.

mn r
LOWSPINDLJ "M CLW MEDI U14I TOOL .

SM4 CL. RANGE, HIGH ADIU XCOORD 14AXRPM, x.

YCOORD)
ZCOORD

Co-mmands the spindle to be turned on so as to produce a cutting
speed of the specified distance per unit time. "n" specifies
the surface velocity in feet per minute or meters per minute.
The default of angular rotation is clockwise. Other optional
coliPlets as shown can be added to specify the spindle range,
tool radius and maximum spindle speed.

.NORMAL IMPLE MENTATION

Control of spindle sp-ed 'is accomplished by varying the
speed of the drive motor and by changing the gear ratio between
the motor and the spindle. The desired gear range "can be speci-
fied by the words HIGH, MEDIUMi, and LOW or can be Selected by
number. m 1 specifies the lowest range; m = 2 is the next higher
range; m= 3 next, etc. For transmissions with three ranges, LOWI:
MEDIUM and HIGH correspond to m 1,2,3. But for transmissions
with only two ranges, MEDIUM and HIGH both select the m = 2 range.
Control is accomplished through the use of appropriate miscel-
laneous function, M Codqs, and preparatory function, G Codes.

=1 ____________________________________
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PROPOSED I MPLEMENTA'r IoN

Where the N C machine is not equipped with spindle
functions under program control, this function must be im-
plemented manually by the inLchine, too], operator. The post-
processor brings. the machine tool to a halt by placing an
OPSTOP code on the N C output. The operator is then advised
through a message on the text output to manually set the speed
direction, and range of the spindle drive system to the proper
values.

STOP
Halts all machine motions under tape control and turns off
the coolant, spindle, and tape reader.

TMARK
This command causes a rewind stop code to be placed on the
postprocessor N C output. It is used by the N C controller
to terminate the rewind sequence of the control tape and
restart machining from a known point in the program.

TrARK/n
Commands that a reference mark with the value "n" be placed
on the output control medium. Rewinding to this position is
accomplished with a REIVIND/n command.

TRANS/X, Y, (Z)
Defines the translation parameters used to modify tool position
coordinates. Z is optional. Default valub is zero.

I- S

I>Q
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UNLOAD

NORMAL I MPLET:MENTATION

This statement causes the removal of the currenjt tool
from the active spindle. Control is normally affected
through the use of miscellaneous function M Codes on the
postprocessor N C output.

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

Where the N C machine is not equipped with an automatic
tool chOnging mechanism under program control, this function
must be implemented manually by the machine tool operator.
The postprocessor brings the machine tool to a halt by plac-
ing an OPSTOP code on the N C output. The operator is then
advised through a message on the text output to remove the
current tool from the spindle.

t a

1~___________________ ___
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4

APPENDIX B

Proposal for Improving DOD's Use of

Numerically Controlled Machine Tools

II

ii •
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DEPARTMENT OF TIlE NAVY RRIAPOLIS LAP(MATORYQ : H'* . 1 AVAL $111P RE5E/JAC MMD DEVELOPMEIT CrATRRIAULtS, VD 2102
CAIrrtaYK L '. RtATORY

1,A!,Q11ArTRfS BETHEISDA, V/ .444
S.,,U MARYLI IN REPLY ErER 10:

1858 :IMS- lfs

From: Chairijaian, CAD CAM Subcommittee of the DOD Manufacturing
Tochnology Advisory Group

To: Distribution List

Subj: Proposal for Improving DoD's Use of Numerically
Controlled Machine Tools

1. As the result of talks with many people in the course of
our committ'e's work for the TAG meeting in Corpus Christi,
Texas *I fe l there is an urgent need for a cooperative
effort among the three services to improve DoD's use of
nunmrically controlled machine tools, specifically the
problem of workload exchange between different NC machines.
This problem was highlighted in the recent report from the
General Accounting Office "NC industrial Equipment: Progress
and Problems."

2. 1, thereforb, propose to you the idea of a Tri-Scrvice
project to develop a flexible, integrated manufacturing base
within the Department of Defense capable of quick' ro sponse "
to varying needs while making efficient use of available
manpower and equipment. This concept is founded upon the
proven characteristics of over 600 numerically controlled'
(NC) machine tools now installed at 48 DoD activities. The
manufacturing methods and computer souftwarc to be developed
by this project will allow component part workload to be
rapidly and easily shifted among these NC machine tools. At
present, because of inconsistencies in data formats, machining
techniques, and NC computer languages, the time and expense
of shifting workload to different machines is often prohibitive.

3. The ability to program a part data package for manufacture
on any one of a variety of NC machines will have a significant
impact throughout the entire Department of Defense. Individual
machine shops will be able to maximize utilization by easily
shiftiig NC workload to available resources rather than
having to wait until the pro-chosen machine becomes free.
The DoD Logistics System will benefit from this approach
since digital data packages for required parts can be quickly
sent to activities with available NC machine capacity for
subsequent manufacture without the need for reprogramming.

4. While there ,arc several problem areas that remain to be
solved before workload can be easily shifted among different
NC machines, one of the more complex is that of programming
the control tapes. A common language set is needed so that
parts do not have to- be reprogrammed for each new machine.
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4--I Parts could be initially progrnmmed for a general category
of machines such as lathes, drills or 3-,xis mills. A part
programmer would develop a generalized program without
regard for the specific machine to be selected. Computer
software would process this generalized program in the same
way for all machinen within the same category. The software
would simulate whk.re necessary for hardware features called
for by the part programm,vr but unavailable on the particular
machine chosen. This methodology allows a part program to
be easily shifted among functionally equivalent NC machines.

S. To guide and stimulate the development of such a flexible
manufacturing base within DoD, I suggest the formation of
a Working Group under the CAD CAM Subconmittee. Such a
Working Group would be made up of representatives from all
three services who are actively participating in projects
tolated to the above goal. The Working Group could be
organized with a minimum of time and red tape. Funding for
new developments could be arranged on a shared basis through
Military Interdepartmental Purchase Requests (MIPR) from
already funded projects that would themselves benefit from
the development of the capabilities.

6, I realize th'at some of the ideas I have presen'ted here
may seem unorthodox yet I feel that this goal of a flexible
integrated manufacturing base is timely and realistic. It
is a goal that can be used to focus all of our individual
efforts. lowever, it requires our mutual cooperation.
Recent years have seen several projects in the Army, Navy
and Air Force which have addressed portions of this problem
in workload exchange. There has been limited 'uccess, but
there has also been some duplication of effort. We can no
loiger tolerate this fragmented approach. Funding is scarce
enough and the pressures are already upon us to produce
phrts that are more complex ii shorter time spans and with
fewer peoplo. The 'time is now to start a Tri-Service project
• fO the development of a flexible integrated manufacturing
base which can adequately and economically tupport the

* operating forces of the future.

7,. I earnestly solicit your comments and suggestions on
this idea.

BRADFORD M. SMITH

S '!

; ! 11
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APPENDIX C

Proposal for Manufacturing

Technology Project
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DEPARTMENT OF TIHE NAVY MN4POLtS Ll.nOflATORY
.:, NAVAL S1IP RESEARCII AID DEVCLOPII.EtlT CEITER 21.2

CARDEIQC' LAL",PATO.Y
HEADQUARTERS 3ETHESDA, 1,'D l '.1)34

BE1,SDA, MARYLAD =3IN IREPLY REIf 10:
1858: BM'1
3900 (4)

From: Commander, David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center

* To: Commander, Naval Air Systems Commnd (AIR 52022)

Subj: Proposal for Manufacturing Technology Project

Ht: (a) "NC Industrial Equipment: Progress and Problems",
U. S. General Accounting Office, 24 Sep 1974

(b) "Use of NC Equipment Can Increase Productivity in
DOD", U.S. General Accounting Office, 20 June 1975

(c) Draft DOD Directive "Management of NC Plan Equip-
ment", 1975

(d) Manufacturing Technology Guidelines for Proposal
Submissions NAVAIR 52022

Encl: (1) Exchangeable Part Data Packages for Numerical
Control Manufacturing

1. Recent st,tttde. of T)O indu.trial facilities bv the U.S.
General Accounting Office in references (a) and (b) have
pointed out the large increases in productivity that are be-
ing relized thrc.agh the judicious use of numerical control
(NC) industrial equipment. However, the studies highlight
several technical problems which must be solved before users
can achieve maximum benefits from this equipment. These
problems stem from inadequacies in the ccputer support
that is used for preparation of NC control tapes.

2. Inconsistencies in the NC language required to control
different NC machines make it- necessary to choose which
machine to use before a program can be written.. If this
machine is unavailable at the time a part is needed, the
job is needlessly delayed unless it can be reprogrammed
for a similar machine that is free. Often the time and
oxpense of the reprogramming is prohibitive.

3. The development of improved software to support over
120 NC machines now installed in the Naval Air Systems
Connand will result in a flexible, integrated mahufacturing
system where a part dato' package can be used on any available

* NC machine. The system will be capable ol quickly respond-
* ing to NAVAIR needs while making efficient use of available
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1858:IMS
3900 (4)

manpower and equipment. This capability is cited as a spa-
cific objective of DOD in reference (c).

4. The enclosed manufacturina technology project, enclosure
(1), proposes the demonstration and implementation of this
flexible manufacturing concept. The proposal is prepared
aiong guidelines set up by reference (d). The project is
based on prior work done at the David Vol., Taylor Naval Ship
Research and* Development Center on prograiming languages
for HC. Close liaison wil be maintained with other inter-
ested P0D activities, the appropriate American National
Standards Institute committees, and with the Federal Infor-
mation Processing Standards Task Group 19. Expected benefits
of this project include:

Decreased Part Programming Time

Rapid Shifting of NC Workload

Simplified Part Programmer Training

Efficient Schedulinc of Workload

Quick Response to Repair Part Needs

5. NAVAIR currently emloys approximately 50 NC part pro-*
grammers at a labo cost of around $1 million annually.
This project could conservatively expect to save 24% of
this figure annually.

A

ft f
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MAIUFACTURINtG TECH:OLOGY PROPOSAL

1 1. TITLE Exchangable Part Data Packages for Iumerical

Control Manufacturing

2. TECtiIOLOSY AREA Computer-Aided Design/Conmpu ter-Ai dod Manufacture

3. PROBLEM

A. Inconsistancies in current lumerical Control (11C) language

used for the control of different IIC machines make it neces-

sary to choose sthich -machine will be used before a program

can be written. Thus part programs'cannot be re used without

modification for any machine other than the one orginally

chosen. Software techniques can be developed to enable a

part to be manufactured on different, although functionally

e.quivalent, NC tm.chines without any changcs rcqulrcd to thc

input data package.

B. This improved software will support over 120 HC machines

already installed in the Haval Air Systems Con~and. Each

one of these machines is presently operating as an indepen-

dent, productive link in NAVAIR's' system. 'This manufatturing

technology project will integrate these autonomous links into

a flexible and versatile manufacturing system where a part

data package can be used on any available NC machine. The

resulting system will be capable of quickly responding to

NAVAIR needs while making efficient use of available man-

power and.equipment. cOPY AVAILABLE TO OO DOES rOT

PERIT-EULLY U IBLE PRODUCTIOI ,
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C. There are significant benefits to be gained frci the ability

to program a part for NC manufacture without rcgard for the

specific machine tool to be used.

Rapid Exchange of nrl:ioad

The choice of the exact nachine tool to be used can be de-

ferred until tnchine tool availability is known. Then the

part program can be easily processed by computer for the

selected machine tool. This feature will compensate for

unexpected bottlenecks, machine downtime, and costly re-

programm ing of workload. Currently )5-18% of a part pro-

grammer's time is spent reprogra.ning workload for different

machines. Shifting part data packages between different

NARF's ill be made much easier. Such versatilfty and

flexibility will he a great assistance to production

planners.
9 5

Decreased Part Prooran-ninci Time

The part programmer's task is simplified because he need

not remember the idiosyncracies of each, machine tool's APT

language set. Consequently, he will make fewer errors in

* coding, leading to fewer computer runs. It is also expe6ted

that he would spend less time referring to part programing

manuals. An 8-10% increase in efficiency is expected.

Simplified Part Prorammer Training

Since the APT language would be the sae for all function-

ally equivalent machines, the techniques of NC programming

can be taught more fully in the classroom and not by trial
and error out on the job.

j ..
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4. RELATED IW1VELOPMEIITS

The t terican National Standards Institute will shortly be adopting

a standard on the APT language that will directly impact this pro-

ject. Close liasion will be maintained with ANSI and with the

Federal I formaLion Processing Standards Task Group 19 on APT.

5. SOLUTIOI

A. not applicable

B.. Prior work done at the David I. Taylor Naval Ship Research

and Development Center (DTUSRDC) on programming larnguages for

NC has shown how a common language set can be developed aro-

und the existing APT system to allow easy exchange of part

data packones. Special attention has to be given.to the ma-

chine tool dependent language capabilities and to .development

of software routines to process this lan~aiage in the qmp

manner for all functionally equivalent machine tools. Sim-

* ulation will be done in software wherever necessary to com-

pensate for differences in the hardware of a selected machine

tool. The project will identify problem areas other than NC

language connonality that prohibit easy shifting of workload

among different NC machines and will propose NC language

-featur.es to help solve these problems. A network of industrial

shops will be created to test the common NC language set under

actual shop conditions. Actual parts will be processed through

the system. The methodology will be documented w~th an APT

part programmer's manual and a post-processor implenentation

guide. -
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6. IMPLEM.ENlTATION

Fiscal Year 1977 - $91K

o Firm up initial vocabulary ...............

o Methodology analysis and review ............

using NAVAIR part pr^grammers

o Develop computer program specifications....
*l

0 Contract for demronstration of p'roach..... 9

Contractor is required because NAVAIR

lacks capability to modify their own APT '
computer system.

0 Revise and test vocabulary....,..............

i , ! ,

Fiscal Year 1978 - $129K "

0 Firm up contract specifications ............
0

o Develop a user's guide ..................

o Contract for postprocessor modifica-
tions .... ............... ..........

o Document project results....................

0 End of project demonstration ..............

7. COST SAVINGS

More Efficient Part Programming

_ r p.r,. :ramer's task is simplili

e" . '" i' " :ti iocyncracies of ead

II' l igua~~,. -,,wer errors in cot

coI lptero rvw, ,t , , , i-t. 'He will' spent

'to A-al ~ ~ '~s.. Estimated lal
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of annual workload.

HAVAIR has 50 part programmers

Average labor cost is $21K

Annual savings are $84-105K

Less Reprograimin of Workload

Since a part program can be processed quickly and easily for

any available machine tool, costly repr.ogramning ,of parts is eli-

mlnted. Presently 15-18% of a part progranmer's time is spent in

, reprogramming parts because the machine for which the program was

originally written is at another facility or is not available to

do the Job.

'Annual avings are $157-I,89K

Total Annual Cost Savings $241-292K

Based upon a $220K I-IT development cost and an 8 year useful life

of the software develo!jed, the MT payback ratio is:

COAt Savings- 8 x 241 867
RFinvestment -  "28

8. TECIINOLOGY TRAISFER

The proposed project includes an "End of project demonstration"

at which NAVAIR and DTNSRDC will publicize and explain the details

of system operation and ,effectiveness. Additionally, the liasion

with various standards committees mentioned plus presentation at

related technical conferences will assist in translating the re-

* sults of this pi-oject to other interested government and indust-

trial facilities.
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401

APPENDIX D

* NCS Software Comittee

Request for Information
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r >" ". ",I UMERICAL CONTROL SOCIETY

524 ST. CLAIR AMINUl 0 P.O. BOX 138 0 SPRING LAKE, NEW .IEI.SEV 117762
August 22, 1975

SUBJECT: :103 Software Committee Request for Information

* TO: Uume.lical Control User Companies

The NCS is a profcssional technical society founded to
provide opportunit~es of contributing to, and learning
abdut, the applications and technologies of CAM/Humerical
Control in Industry. it is dedicated to the advancement
and distribution of knowledge in the practical use of
this technology. For these reasons, the NCS Software
Commit-tee urges you to respond to the enclosed tape veri-
fication quesuionnaire and to the post processor survey
request. The replies will be processed, then the suf'4arized
results will be sent to appropriate governmental agencies.
They will also be' made available to those who participated

* in the survey at 50% of the general distribution price.

These surveys do not solicit proprietary information. Any
answers which even approach this category should not be
given. Please process and return these surveys on or before
September 30, 1975 to:

Mr. Edwin C. Hurd
GM/Detroit Diesel Allison Div (N2)
P.O. Box 894
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206! (Phone: 317./24 3-11231)

Each of the surveys is self-explanatoy. We urge your
cooperation and prompt attention to-tis matter. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edwin C. Hurd

' Chairman of Software Committee
NUMERICAL CONTROL SOCIETY

iCII: dJ k

cnclo.; uves.

*1 ''
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POSTPROCE3SOR SURVEY

This dynamic survey idea o,,ables one to efficiently disseminate numerical

ctntrol (i/C) information throughout industry, and helps reduce redundant

effort in the software field. This is accomplish(, by processing the

most pertinent postprocessor information from questionnaire forms, into

IBM cards, then periodically listing the cards. These lists are then

reproduced, and distributed to the various participating companies.

This information indicates who has what postprocessors available for the

asking, which in turn saves user companies time and money in obtaining

needed postprotessors. Active participation in this cooperative effort

will help us all do a better Job for ourselves and for Uncle Sam.

This concept applies to postprocessors for any N/C computer-aided system,

but for illustration purposes, we will consider the Automatically Pro-

grammed Tools (APT) system. This is an exotic computer system for pre-

pating the input media (usually punched tapes) for a given machine

tool control unit. The functions of this system are subdivided into

two categories: the !hPT processor and the APT postprocessor. The

responsibilities of these two sections are separate and distinct.

Functions of both the processor and postprocessor will be discussed.

So that the reader can better understand the role the postprocessor

plays in the overall system flow, a diagrav of the system flow iz shown

in figure 1.
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The APT processor translates ;he Englinh-like part programmine statements

into a more convenient form for further procsing, checks legality of

spelling and format within these statements, theh calculates cutter

locations and stores them on tape for subucquent u.e by the desired post

processor. An APT.postprocessor converts the control data eenerated by

the APT processor to a form and format that is acceptabli to a specific

type of N/C equipment. Thus, the APT postprocessor reads CLTAPE records,

determines acceptability of records, processes those which are acceptable

in a manner consistent with their APT definition, then propareg the

controller punched tape with a verification listing.

Postprocessors must be oriented to the particular machine tool and control

system they are intended to serve, thus a given system will usually re-

quire' several postprocessors. Processors can be obtained from the com-

puter manufacturers, but then each co:npany 4.s confronted with the problem

of obtaining and implementing suitable postprocessors for their contem-

plated N/C hardware. The most logical ways of obtaining a requi-d post-

processor are:

1. request it from a company which already has it. When this is

possible, there seldom is a purchase price involved.

2. make it a condition of purchase in your; purchase order, that

the .machine tool builder (as prime contractor for your order)

will provide it. This usually involves a nominal charge' which

represents a subdivided develcpmental cost among the various

users. This expense, when compared to the overall development

6ost, or when compared to the hardware investment is relatively

minimal.

jo
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When considering the purchase of a UI/C tool-coi;trol combi.ation, one of

the factors of consideration should be the availability and/or cost of

a suitable postprocessor. It is conceivable that when a given tool is

desired, and the competition is keen as to which one of two or three

control systems'to marry with the tool, the postprocessor factor could

appreciably influence the decision. For any contemplatdd N/C equipment

purchase, the prospective buyer should "beat the bushes" to determine

the availability of a suitable postprocessor.

It is highly desirable that companies with N/C activities, know what

postprocessors are available for the asking, -on a dynamic basis; and

that they' know enough about them, so they can intelligently determine

their degree of applicability to their problems. It is also highly

desirable to minimize duplication of effort in these software activities.

For these reasons, this idea is being presented.

Admittedly, there have been seve ral postprocossor surveys in the past,

but they have been rather static in nature. The published results

didn't reveal some of the pertinent facts needed by the user communitv,

and what was published, soon became outdated. Some of these surveys

solicited information concerning all postprocessors in existence, rather

than those available for sharing with others. Hopefully, this activity

will offspt most or all of these disadvantages, but its success depends

on the active particip.ation and cooperation of as many N/C users as

possible.

The initial step of this activity is to send questionnaire forms to the

participating companies. This form is illustrated in figure 2.
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* POSTPROCESSOR QUESTIONNAIRE

, 1. How do you pecify the postprocessor in the part program MACHIN
statement?

2. Cnntroller; make, type and model
S

3. Point-to-point or contouring equipment?

4. Is the tape format word address, tab sequeftial, or fixed sequential?

5. Machine tool: Make, type and/or function, and model

6. Number of axes of'motion •__

7." Programming language used

8. Computer on which implemented

9. N/C system in which implemented

.10. Computer. program checkout status

11. Existing documentation: Computer- programmer manual
Part programmer manual

12. Comments

Please return this questionnaire to,:
Na'me

Edwin C. Hurd
i__ _ __ GM/Detroit Diesel Allison Division (1

P.O. Box 894
Indiatapplis, Indiana 46206

Address

Phone Date

i Fgur e 2
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Participants should reproduce the questionnaire form, then return to me

, one sheet for each type or I/C tool-control combination serviced by their'

available postprocessors. Figures 3a, 3b and 3c illustrate completed

forms for th MILWKE and SSAIIMI postprocessors. Because SSAMMI services

two different machines, there are two information shoets, representing

two punched cards, therefore, two printed lines of information for SSAM.II.

" Notice also, that host of the answers to the firjt nine questions are

included in the punched cards in an abbreviated manner. Figure 4

illustrate's the punched card format, and Figure 5, the printed output.

* 4

B0.

7 4

fb
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POSTPROCESSOR QUESTIONNAIRE

. He': do you. specify the postprocessor in the part procracm #ACV.'

stat omen t?

MI LW K1

2. Controilnr! .,wake, type and model

Square RAPAC static Locic control

3. Point-to-point or contouring equipment? point-to-point
4. Is the tape format word address, tab sequential, or aixed seouentz:T

tab soquentilal

5. Machine tool: Make, type and/or function, and model

Kearney & Trecker Series EA machine

. 6. Number or axes of motion_3

7. Programming language used FAP

8. Computer on which implemented IBM 7094 II

;0 N/C system in which implemented APT III/VER9

10. Computer program checkout status checked out

iI, Existi.g documentation: Computer progra.mer manual
m Part programmer manual

12. Comments_

----------------------------------------- _ ---- n

Mr. Edwin C. Hurd Please return this questionnaire to:
.. ar.e Edwin C. Hurd

GM/ODAD (N2) GM/Detroit Diesel A-lis-ni Divls-.n "
P.O.. Box 89A

P.O. BOX 894 .... Indianapuli3, Indiana 46206'

Indianapolis Indiana- 16206
Address

' (317)243-4251 2-12-69,

I =e Dae

Figure 3a
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POSTPROCESSOR QUESTI0NNAIRE

1. How do you specify the postprocessor in the part program MACHIX
statement?

SSA'M4I, 211

2. Controller: make, type and model

i r c l| t nt. oin11" _i .... __

3. ?oint-to-po.int or contouring equipment?%_pint-to-noint

-. Is thd tape format word address, tab sequential, or fixed sequen t'_a.?

tab :equen.&1

5. Machine tool: Make, type and/or function, and model

Kearney & Trecker model Il; 360,000 position rotary table

.. :umber. of axes pf motion 3

r. Pr o.amm..ing language used Fortran II

8. Conputer on which implemented IBM 70911 II

9. N/C system in which implemented APT III/VER9

.0% Computer program checkout status checked out

. ix s.ing documentation: _ Computer programmer manual
Xin_ Part programmer manual

12. Comments The computer nrorrammer documetation is comnrjsed o GEMM

documentation pus suDplemental iifornmiatlon.

e-- ---------------------- !-------------------------------- -mmmmmmmmmmmmmm -------- -----------

Mr, Edwin C. Hurd Please return this questionnaire to:
Edwin C." Hurd

GM/DDAD (N2) GM/Detroit Diesel Allis6n Division .
P.O. Box 894

PO.Box 89. Indianapolis, indiana 46206

Indianapolis. Indiana 1162011

. 17).'43-112-31 ,2-i-69
Date

Figure 3b
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POSTFOCZSSOR QUESTIONNAI RZ

.. .:: do you zplcfy t:%h pot"procez-or in the part program ZCi:

SSAF,-17 I 21P

Z. Controller: make, type and model

GE NPC-IICC controller

3. ?o-nt-to-point or contouring equipment? toth

4. In the tape rormat word addre~s, tab sequential, or fixed .

tab sequential

5. Machine tool: Make, type and/or function, and model

Ke.arney & Trecker model Ii; 360,000 position rotary table

6. Nu-mber of axes of motion 3

7. ?rogramming language used Fortran II

3. Computer on which implemented IBM 70911 I1

9. N/C system in which implemented APT III/VER9

!0. Computer prosram checkout status checked out

:.. Existing documentation: X Computer programmer. manual
7 Part programmer manual

12. Comments The computer programmer documentation is comprised of

GEMM documentation plus supplemental information

----------------------- ----------- 7----------------

Mr. Edwin C. Hurd Please return this cuestionna!re t.:

Edwin C. Hurd
GM/DDAD (N12) G/Detroit Diesel All:.s6n Divsic.

P.O. Box 894P.O. Box 891, Indianapolis, Indiana 6206
Indianapolis; IndiaIa ia6242

,Address

(317)21 231 -12-69
igure Date

Figure 3c
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As additional postprocessors become available, they should be reported by

submitting adaitional sheets. As the checkout or documentation status

changes for a given program, a superseding sheet should be submitted.

When a sheet supersedes one previously submitted, this should be stated

in the comments section. Figure 6 summarizes the overall concept.

1. Issue questionnaire forms to participants.

2. Completed questionnaire forms returned to survey sponsor.

3, Survey sponsor processes information as follows:

a. maintains file of completed questionnaire forms

b. extracts most pertinent information, then formats this

into IBM machine readable form

c. maintains deck or postprocessor survey cards

d. periodically lists the contents of the.ostprocessor

survey cards

e. reproduces the postprocessor survey listing

f. periouically distributes copies of the latest post-

processor survey listing to each of the participants.

4. As participants report additions, 4eletions, or replacements,

steps 2 and 3 are repeated, thus the survey results are dynam-.

ically k-pt up-to-date.

Figure 6

t S
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As changes become significant, 
supcreding reports will be issued. These

reports indicate what companie have what pontprocenzorr available for

distributuion, and who within thene companien sho\uld be contacted for

further information or requests, The survey sponsor will not have the

postprocessors ,.fnor will lie know much more than has been reported, so

your requests for information 
and programs should be directed 

to the

specified company contacts.

The success and value of this endeavor will be directly proportional 
to

the degrde of active participation 
we experience from the user 

companies.

We all realize that the output 
of this or any other endeavor, 

cannot be

any better than the input information 
received.

A blank questionnaire form is 
enclosed separately for reproduction 

and

subsequent use in this survey. 
Your cooperation will be greatly 

appre-

.ciated.

aS
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POSTPPOCESSOR QUESTIONNAIRE

: l. :iow .o you specify the postprocessor in the part program MACHIN

2. Controller: *make, type and model__

3 F. ?oint-to-point or contouring equipment?

. Is the .ape format word address, tab sequential, or fixed sequent_-la?

5. Machin-. tool: Make, type and/or function, and model_ _ _

5. Number of axes of motlon_____ _ ____ ____

'. Programming language used

5. Computer on which implemented_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

* ?. N/C system in which implemented

!'. Computer program checkout status-

.. .Ex'sting documentation: Computer programmer manual
Part programmer manual

12. Comments

------------------------------------- - -- ---- - ----

Please return this questionnaire to:

Edwin C. Hurd
_ __ GM/Detroit Diesel Allison Divisin ""

P.O. Box 894
,, ,Indianapolis, Indiana Z462o6

.- dress

Date
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TAPE VERIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Corporation/Division name of your installation..

flame and address of indiv idual answoerine questionnaire.

This questionnaire is topically subdivided into six secticns as follows:

A. general NC input questions
B. manual vs. %.nmputer-aided punched tape preparation
C. check of past progrant (input data) for JC computer-aided

systems
D. checking the physical condition of the punched tape
E. graphic checking of coordinate data
F. check of machining functions

The quest'onq will be numbered by a letter (denoting the section) and two
digit system so that the participants can more quickly and easily extract
the information of interest from the summarized results.

There should be one amd only one answer to each multiple choice question,
You should indicate your answer by circling '.he appropriate lower case
letter.
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4 A. General 1IC Input. Qap'ntions

Concerning the different kinds of sic cortroll r Innut being used in your
installation, please indicate the perntage ue or the follewing type :

AO) Punched tape

a. " Og
b. 1- 35
c. 36 - 655
d. 66 - 99*". e. lO0t

A02) Maenetic tape

a. 0%
b. I- 35%
c. 36 - 65%
d. 66 - 990
e. 100%

A03) Punched card

a. 0,
b. 1 - 35%
o. 36 - 650
d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%

A04) Direet computer control

a. 0%
b. 1-35%
c. 36 - 65%
d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%

A05) Other (please specify type)

a. 0%
b. 1 - 35%c.:
d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%

A06) If you use other than punched tape input for your NC control
units,, please specify the mode of input and briefly describe
your verification procedures prior to production cutting.

.... .. --_"_ _, _ _--
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A07) low many part programmers do you have at your installation?

A08) How many IAC machine tools do you have at your installation?

A09) flow many computer procrammers do you have in your IIC systems
analysis and duvelopment Group? -

AiO) Ilow many IIC machine tools are run by airect computer control
at your installation?

All) How many coMputer-aided systems are currently being used at
your installation?

With one exception, the remaining questions deal with punched ae
verification techniques.

ta

a
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B. Manual vs. Camputcr-aided Punched Taip Prenarat ion

B301) What percentage of your 11C tapez are prepared manually?

a. 0 2 O0

b. 21 -40%
c. 4! - 60%
d. 61 - 80%
e. 81 -Ion%

B02) Of your 11C tapes prepared via computer-aided methods, which system
is used predominantly?

a. APT f. ACTION! k. OSKAFT p. NEL2CL
b. ADAPT g. COMPACT 1. LTTP ' q. ECMA
c. AUTOSPOT h. SHOP m. SNAP r. CONAPT
d. SPLIT i. NUFORM n. REMAPT s. AUTOPROGRAMMER
e. CAMP J. RCAPS o. EXAPT t. PARTSGENERATOR

u. Other (please specify processor name)

Concerning the different computer-aided systems you may employ, indicate
the percentage use of the following systems (with respect to your overall
computer-aided tape preparation).

B03) APT B07) CAMP B11) NUFORM

a. 0% a. 0% a. 0%
b. 35 b. 1 -35% b. I - 35%

-c. 36-65% c. 36-65% c. 36 - 65%
d. 66 - 99% d. 66 - 99% d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%e. 100% e. 100%

B04) ADAPT B08) ACTION B12) RCAPS

a. 0% a. 0% a. 0%
b. 1 - 35% b. 1 - 35% b. 1 - 35%
c. 36 - 65% c. 36 - 65% c. 36 - 65%
d. 66 - 99 d. 66 - 99% d. 66 99%

* e. 100% e. "100% e. 100%

BOS ) AUTOSPOT B09) COMPACT BID) OSHAFT

o0 a. 0% a 0%
b. 1 - 35% b. 1 - 35% b. 1 -35%
c. 36 - 65 c. 36 - 65% c. 36 -65%
d. 66 - 99% d. 66 - 990 d. 66 -99%
e. 10 0 e. 100% e. 100%

B06) SPLIT B10) SHOP BI4) LTTP

a. 0% a. 0% a. 0%•
b. 1 - 35 b. I -35% b 1-35%
c. 36--5 c 36-65% c. 36 - 65%
d. 66 - 99% .66 - 990 d. 66 - 99%
e. 100% e. 100% e. 100%
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B15) SNAI' B19) ECMA

%a. 0 a. 0t
b. I - 35% b. I - 351

c. 36 - 65% c. 36 - 65
d. 66 - 99% d. 66,-: 990
. 100; e. 100%

B16) RE4AIT B20) CON0APT

a. 0% a. 0%
b. 1- 35% b. 1- 35%
c. 36 - 65% c. 36 - 650
d. 66 - 990 d. 66 - 99%
e. 100% e. 100%

B17) EXAFT B21) AUTOPROGRAMMER

a. 0% a. 0%
be 1- 35% b. I- 35%
c. 36 - 65% c. 36 - 65%"
d. 66 - 99% d. 66 - 99%
e, • 100% e. 100%

12 BOh) NE(p2CL B22) P e pcATSErERATOR

a. 0% a, 0
b. 1 - 35% b. I - 35
c. 36 - G5% 0. 36 - 65
d. 66 - 99% d. 66 - 99
el 100% e. 100%

B23) Other (please specify processor name)

a. 0%
bb 1 - 35%
.36 - 65%

dd 66--999

e. 100%

1. Check or Part Program (Input Data)fr NC Computer-aided S y s t e ms .

W/here several dif~ferent kinds of input data f'or your NC computer system are
used, please indicate the percentage use of" the f"ollowing modes:

• C01) Punched cards

.a. 0$
S b. "1I- 35'

c. 36 - 65%
d. 66 - 99%

Se. 100%
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002) On-line console

a. 0%
b. 1- 35%c:
d - 99%
e. 100%

C03) Image *canner

a. 0%
b. I- 35%
c 36 - 650
d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%

CO4) Photograr emtrY - type procedure

a. 0%
b. 1- 35%
c. 36 - 65%

. d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%

C05) Other (Pleate specify input mode) __......

a. 0%
b. " 35%
c. 36 - 65'
d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%

c06) Are your keypunched cards verified?

a. yes, almost alway5
b. yes, occasionally
c, no

C07) Prior to submitting input cards to a computer, 
do you manually

inspect a card listing for obvious errorii'

a. yes, almost always
b. yes, occasionally
C, no

C08) Does your NC computer system perform legality checks?

a. yes
b. no

i
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D. ChecklnE the Phi ncal Condition of the Puiiched Tape

Concerning the spacing and alignment of punched holes in tape:

DO1) Do you spot check several section5 of the tape visually?

a. yes, almost alwayz
b. yes, occas4.tally
C. no

D02) Do you spot check the tape visually against a templet?

a. yes, almost alwayr.
b. yes, occacionally
c. no

D03) Do you use a sophinticated gaGe to check an entire tape automatically.

a. yes, almost always; briefly explain logic
b. yes, occasionally; briefly explain logic
c, no

D04) Do you perform parity checks on your punched tape?

as no
b. yes, with'a Friden Flexowriter
c. yes, by running the tape through the machine control backwards
d. yes, by a different method; briefly specify logic

D05) Do you use a special purpose program to perform hole checking
functions?

a. yes, almost always; briefly specify logic
b. yes, occasionally; briefiy specify logic
c. no
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E. Graphic C)cc1.Inj: ofC 1onrdinate Data

E01) For manually prparod tapes, how do you currently check the
coordinate information?

a. list the tape on a flexowriter then analyze the lt3ting
b. manually~plct the positions or the tool center-line path
L. rely almo t entirely on machine tool check-out with very few

preceedinC configuration checks
d. other; briefly explain logic

e. does not apply; we don't manually prepare 14C tapes

What percentage of your manually prepared tapes receive configuration

checks by:

E02) Analysis of a flexowriter listinr,

a. 0 - 0.*-*
b. 21- 40

. c. 1 i- 600
d. 6! - 80%

* e. 81 -1009

E03) Manual 'plots

a. 0 - 20%
b. 21 - 40%
c. Ili - 60%
d. 61 - 80
e. 81 -100%

E04) Machine tool checkout

a. 0 - 20%
b. 21 - 4o%
c. 41 - 600
d. 61 - 8o%
eo 81 -100%

E05) Other inhouse methods as specified in EQ1

a. 0 - 20%
b. 21 - 400
c.: 4i 600
a 61- 8 00
e. 81 -1001"
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E06) Do you plan on employing more sophisiticated configuration checks
on you,, manually prupared tapes within the next two yuars?

a. yes, briefly explain method

b. no

E07) What type of automatic equipment do you presently usae to perform
configuration checks on tapes generated b, a computer?

a. graphic display device In computer system such as a plotting
unit

b. On-line graphic display scope
c.. NC drafting machine
d. other; briefly explain logic

e. does not apply; we don't use a computer to prepare NC tapes

What percentage of your computer prepared tapes receive configuration
checks by:

E08) A plotting unit

a. 0 - 20%
b. 21 -40
c. 41 - 60%
d. 61 - 80o%
e. 81 -100%

E09) On-line graphic display scope

a. 0 - 20%
b. 21 - 40%
c. 41 - 60%
d. 61- 80%
e. 81 -100%

El0) NC drafting machine

a. 0 - 20%
b. 21- 40%
c. 41 - 60%
d. 61 80%
e. 81 -100%
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Ell) Cther inhouse checks as specified in E07

a. 0 - 20%
b. ZA - 110-
c. Ill - 605
d. 61 - 80%
e. 81 -1009

E12) If you are.presently usinr a plotter for configuration checks,
please specity what kind.

1E3) Do you plan on employing more sophisticated configuration checks
on your computer prepared tapes within the next two years?

a. yes, briefly describe philosophy

b. no

The following questions should be answered, only by those who use an NC
drafting machine to help verify the configuration accuracy of punched'-
tapes.

El4) Concerning multi-axis configurations,, do you perform checks on
rotary table swivel or tilt motions?

a. yes; briefly explain logic

b. no

* E15) Please specify your control and drafting.tachine manufacturers
control mfg.__

drafting machine mfg. ,

El6)- Do you "multi-postprocess" through ypur computer-aided system to
obtain two independent tapes (one for the drafting machine and the
other for the cutting tool)?

a. yes, almost always
b. yes, occasionally
c. no;.briefly explain how the drafting machine input tape is

prepared
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El7) Do your verification drawings contain symbolic notation to improve
the readability?

a. yes
b. no

E18) Do your verification drawings contain arrowheads to improve the
readability?

a. yes
b. no

g19) Does your draftingD machine postprocessor have a "built-in" capa-
bility for alleviating the clutter problem (too many lines or
curves pei unit area which complicates the interpretation process)?

a. yes; briefly describe logic

t b. no

E2) In addition t6 obtaining orthogonal projections, do you obtain
perspective or other views?

a. yes, automatically from our NC computer system.
b. yes, upon data request from our NC computer system
c. yes, occasionally from a separate computer program
d. no, we use orthogonal views almost exclusively

E21) If your answer to question E20 was a, b, or c, what kind of views
do you receive?

E22) Does your drafting machine software permit variance of the kinds of
lines that are drawn, i.e., solid lines, normal dash lines, center-Z
lines, etc?

a. yes

b. no

E23), Our orthogonal drawings usually show:

a. all motions of the machine tool
b. only the machining motions of the tool within a specified 3D

region (software logic is implied)
6. !elected regions in a DRAFT/ fasion

d. none of the above; we usually use non-orthogonal views

E24) Do you have "programmable" pen control to permit different line
colors and/or widths?

a. yes
b. no
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E25) Can your drafting machine software create a part drawing fru the4cutter path?

a. yes, automatically
b. yes, upon data request
c, no

E26) Assuming that your IIC drafting machine is used for automatic draft-
ing functions as well as IIC tape verification, approximately what
percentage of its use is for N|C tape verification?

a. 0 - 20%
b. 21 - 0f
c. 1- 60%
d. 61 - 80%
e. 81 -100%

E27) Do your part programmers watch their verification drawings being
made?

a. yes, almost always as standard procedure
b. yes, occasionally when the need arises
c. no

F: Check of Machining Functions
a

Concerning the different kinds of simulated production runs. employed in you:'
installation, please indicate the percentage use of the following modes:

F01) Machine tool simulator (such as Polyckek for Milwaukee-matics)

a. 0%
b. 1- 35%
c. 36 - 65%
d. 66 - 99%
e. 100%

F02) Measuring machine probe (such as.Ferrant±)

a. 0%
b. 1 -35%
c. 36 -65%
d. 66 -99%
e. 100%

F03) Dry run of tape with dummy stylus in spindle, tracking a model
work piece in the fixture, of the NC machine

a. 0%
1 b. I- 35%

c. 36 - 650
d. 66 - 99
e. 100%
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FO4) Cutting "air" with the actual cutter In the 11C machine
! ,a. 05

b. I- 35%c. -
d. 66 - 99
e. 100%

F05) Cutting rtgid, roam,,d plat'.tic (such as styroroam) with the actual
cutter in tht RC machine

a. O
b. I- 35%
c. 36 - 65'da
d. 66- 905
e. 100%

F06). CuttjIn a Cine-zrain wood with the actual cutter in the IIC machine

a.
b. 1- 35"

d. 66 - 990
0. 100%

F07) What percentage of the time do you initially attempt to fabricate
4 the actual work peice on the NC machine, then inspect it?

a. A
b. I- 35e
c. 36 - 65 4
d. 66 - 995
e. i00

F08) Do you use an adaptive control device for £eedrate and spindle
speed overridc.s?

a. yes
b. no

F09) Do you use simulated adaptive control sortware for. feedrate and
spindle speed overrides? This question implies software functions
beyond "normal" postprocessor tool dynamics checks.

a. yes
b. no

FIO) How many 11C inspection machines do you have at your installation?
4

A

4


